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Abst ract
niis thesis explores the concepts and discourses of knowledge and
technology in contemporary sodety and in hlstoricaî contexts. and the
intemlationshîp ktween the two. It is premised Ln the assumption that
both knowledge and technology are cultural practices. with attendant
literacies and discourses, and that it is these literacies and discourses literate practices of knowlng and doing

-that regulate meaning.

subjectivities. and senses of possibility Ln sodety.

The thesis centres around the constmct of techknowledge. whlch represents
the cultural site of intersection between knowledges and technologles. and

through which the two are mutualiy shaped and constituted. Its focus is
techknowledge change. or periods of signlflcant shift in ways of knowlng and
dohg within culture. Three periods of shlft are examined: the introduction
of wriüng to andent Greek city states. the medieval development of the

prinüng press. and the contemporary digital revolutlon.

Located within the epistemological frameworks of postmodemism and
constmctivism. the thesis examines how techknowledge change affects

practices and discourses within the cultural context. I t explores ways in

which digital technologles and postmoâemlty are coterminally impacting the
intersection of 2 1.1 century techknowledge. as weU as ways in which digital
technologies are embedded with the ontologies and discourses of modemlsm

and the Enlightenrnent. O v e d . it offers an exploration of the ways
knowing. king. and doing are constmcted and re-constructed fn culture.
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Introductory Notes
This thesis is an exploration of knowledge and technology and truth as

cultual practices: as fluid and contexhial entities made tangible -or at
least usable -by dlscwrse. It is an exploration of chanmg practices: an
analysls of the ways knowing. being. and doing are constmcted and mconstmcted in culture. In evexy Ume and plaœ. It is an overtly - and
perhaps overiy - theoretid account; a place of beglnning rather than
sununation. of questions and ideas rather than answers. The prlmary
question behlnd it is Wrhat will it mean to know Ln the 2 1" centwy: in the
digital age?" And its primary aim is to offer a contribution to the cultural

conversation predicated by that question: a foray into the broad realm of
possibiiities that the quexy opens. In its focus on practice. the thesis
represents an effort to breach the boundaries within which questions of

'knowledge" and 'technologyware popularly taken up. and to formulate an
approach to the conversation that a l l m these concepts and thelr
relationships to be examined in the cultural context.

As a text. the thesis is designed to be both rhetorical and imnic in its tone.
My intent has been to assemble a reflexive text that acknowledges its own
constniction without dissipatlng into abject self-focus. and that formulates
thought-provoking positions and ideas. but without demanding dogmatlc
allegiance to the precepts it explores: incredulity toward absolutes. even
those of its own constmct!on. informs the narrative. I have stmctured the
thesis around short essay installments. each an examination of some aspect

of the prlmary question of knowing and context: what do 1 mean by
knowledge and technologies? How have changes in these aspects of culture.

in other eras. changed cultural conceptions of the concepts themsehres?
What resonance do epistemologies of past and present have for the ways in

which culture knows itself today? niese questions shape the perimeters
within which the thesis operates. though the sections are not entirely

cumulative in the& collectivity or their goal: the main purpose of the text is
to explore rather than to argue for parUcuIar answers. and thus the
convergence in focus requlred for the drawing of succinct conclusions has
been rejected in favour of more divergent cogitation.

1 have also interspersed the thesis with asides. or hyperlinks: slde-notes

taking up issues of text and the text itself. and my relationshîp to these.
The links are both a dellberate reflection of the digital conventions of

hypertext and non-linearlty. and an attempt to locate my contributions to

the conversation on the digital world in their own cultural and personal

contexts. The premises of cultural constitution and negotiated meaning in
whlch my analysis is based are premises of postmodemity. and wlthin
postmodenilsm. both the situatedness that the lWrs emphaske and the
"pastiche' organization that they lend to the thesis are foregrounded
concepts. This structural allusion towards postrnodernity is intended to
temper

- at least in part -the modemist and unifyingtendencies of my

inclination towards flights of rhetorld polemlc. and to keep the focus of the

work bmad and exploratory

1. Techknowledge

*Despi&the h y p . it is ckcu thnt technobgfcd and social deuelopnients fn the

last two decades of thts cenhuy haw fndeed presenti
wtth an ontodogkal sh@

OZU

global communlty

a sh@ in the u ~ y ure
( thWI of existence anci the

nature of reuîity. ui~uswatinga neu,red@ and new rwys o f î h h g about
multtpk reditles.' (Jackson.1998. p. 1)

How do 'new realities" and new ways of Wddng take hold in a culture?

What implications do contemporary technologkal dwelopments hold for
sodety and for what it means to 'know" in the 2 1" œntuqf?

On the increasingly globaUzed world stage. the intemet and other
inionnation technologies are changing the ways in whlch business is done.
communications are relayed. and learning and education are understood.
These s h t b in Society. and the Monnation revolution they are said to
herald, are Wcely to impact weryone. in some way or another. soon enough.
And yet the question of how this digital revolutlon wlll play out ls not one

that 1 expect to Bnd a succinct answer to in this Wetime. let alone thls
thesis. My opening questions are questions of conjecture. and intended to
be so. They are questions that wlll be answered dlnerentiy each time they
are asked. depending on the people who try to respond. and the perspectives

and subJectMUesthey bring to the issue.

lnherent in those opening questions. however. and in my premlse for the
thesis itself. 1s the assumption of a sigdlcant relationship between
technology and society. partlcularly around ways of leamlng and knowlng. 1
use the term 'technologieswbroadly. to mean societal twls as diverse as the
wheel. the alphabet. and the romputer. and 1 conslder all technologies to be
both cultural idluences and cultural p d u c t s . 'Ihls emphasis on the

cultural aspect of technologies is support& by Judy Wacjman: -At the most
basic level technology refers to a set of physical objects.. .but] to see these
objects as nothhg other than inanimate items...ignores the fact that they
are developed. manufactured and marketed as part of economic and social
acthrlty" (Wacjman. 1994. p. 6). As techn010gîes and their uses change. my
argument goes. so the societles using them. and the concepts by which they
make sense of them. also change. in a mutually constitutive relatlonship.
And as societies begin to make smse in new ways. using dinerent
technologies. so their hunes of refennce for knowledge change. tw. Both
knowledge and technology are embedded in cultural contexts. and they
shape specmc societal discourses and values while at the same time king

shaped by thern.

One of the primary purposes of thls thesls is to explore that pfocess of
mutual constituency and change. that relationship between technology and
knowIedge forms. To facilitate that exploration and represent. at least in
part. the mutually constitutive relationship of technology and knowledge. I

poslt the term œtechknowledgew
as a way of conceptuallzlng what it is that

actuaüy changes when cultural shlffs occur. Techknowledge. for me. is the
intersection of technologies and knowledge in the cultural context. through
wNch meaning is created and attributed to each partner in the pmcess: the

term mtechlaiowledgeasignais the multiplicity and complexity of that
process. Technologies. whether microlectronic or as primitive as countlng
sticks. act as deiivery systems for knowledge. since knowledge can only k
expresseci or demonstrated through technolo@calcapacity of some form.
And both are accorded meaning only within the parameters of cultural
context: through discourse and Uterate practice. 1 Wre the terni
'techknowledge" as a representatlve for thls process and its products
because the hybrtd signmer foregrounds not only the intermectednesa of

technologles and concepts of knowledge and the known. but the processes
by whlch knowledge is produœd. sanctioned. and understood within
cultures. Techknowledge is a meta-account. in a sense: both an anaiytic
constmct for explorhg the ways in which technologies and knowledge
contribute to culture and each other. and. as an intersection of doing and
concephiallzing. a speciec example of itself. mobilizing and converging forms
of knowing to rnake them available for analysis.

Within the intersection of techknowledge. technologies not only shape

knowledge and cuitwai practices. but subjectivltles. too, reguiating what is
perceived as possible in a @en Ume and place: marking a culture and the
identities available within it through discourse. Roger Simon d s
subjectivity an '[Olngoing constmction. the effect not of images or texts that

simply impose particular ideas or values. but rather of the personal.
subjective engagement of soda1 reality wlthln discursive regimes that lend
signi8cance (value. meaning. and d e c t ) to the events and conditions of
everyday Me*(Simon. 1992. p. 59).

The cuihiral practices of signification and regulatlon emphasize elements of

power working on and through individuals in their cultural identifications:
'Power inheres in the f o m of knowledge and desire that guide the
possibility of conduct and order possible outcornes of certain foms of
action.. .productive power enables and regulates possibility through
structurlng of the field of action of others" (Simon. 1992. p. 37). 1 want to
explore the 'hown of this regulation. to trace the impacts of techknowledge
intersections on historical and contemporary societies. and to consider these
impacts and intersections in Ught of my opening question on digital
technologks and impiicatlons: what 1s behg constructed as techknowledge
in the 21* century. and what practices and subjectivlties does thls

constniction encourage?

Techknowledge. despite its catchy and curent-sounding handle. is not a
concept that can be appîied only to cyber technologies or the contemporary
context

-indeed. whiîe al instances or examples of techknowledge are

cuîturally and temporaUy spedflc. the term itself can be applied to any era
and to any practice of meaning-maldng that draws on the cultural
intersection of technology and knowledge. But the spedac techknowledges

of one era are seldom the techknowledges of anothec the intetsections are
reconstituted as the intersectors - and thus the meanings attributed to
them - s m . Once. the concept of the geocentric universe was a central
foundation of knowledge for CMsüan European Society: it reflected not only
the capablllties of the technologles of the day. but also the pmralling
cultural practices and understandings. Today. knowledge of a geocentric
universe ts not knowledge at aN: it is history or aîiegory. a constniction of
technologies and worldviews long since dismlssed as obsolete. or - at k s t

-a modeniist metanamative for society's progress on the great purporteci
continuum of knowing. It has no generative meaning within contemporary
dlscourses or constructs of validity; i has no place in the digital world. It
remains a societal marker of techknowledge of the pst. but Lt is d e h c t :
changing technologies and cultural concepts of knowledge and meaning
have shifted, re-intersected. leaving the geocentric universe beyond the pale
of relevance except as a refiection of change itself*

As cultures - #ven times and places - change. then, so too does the

techknowledge assodateci wlth them. and vice versa. 1 am intemsted in how
these changes occur and have occurred in other eras of profound
technological and techknowledge shift: 1 want to examine the ways in which
the technologies of wrîting and print. which 1 distlnguish according to
contexts of production. changed the social structwes into whkh they were
introduced and thus the practices and subjectivities available in those
cultures.

in recognition of the mutual constitution of culhm and

techknowledge. 1 also want to take up ways in which the prevalllng
discourses and concepts of knowledge in those historid conturts shaped

how writing and print came to k used and passed down. in a manner
simllar to the ways that dominant sodal structures of the late 20th cenhiry

have shaped the development of inionnation technologies and cyberculture.

n i e historical contexts 1 use to examine techknowledge changes
surroundhg writing and print developments centre - rather ironically.
given the text's postmodern elements - around two of the grand mythic
figures of so-cded Western hlstory: Socrates and Gutenberg. In the spirit of

my stance of incredulity. 1 challenge the EastIWest divlde reieed by the
constmct of the *Westernaworld, and 1 am wary of reinforcing that duabm.
Yet at the same time, 1 am also aware that lived cultural realities of
knowIedge and technoIo@ are not universal. and thus 1 reference my
exploration in the context in which 1 am iiterate. both in terms of personal
experience and cultural reference. The contradiction of that dualhm and

my negotiation of it remains, but my choice of cmntexts is intentional.

1 use the term Western, then, to refer to a view of the world centred in

Ewopean and North Arnerican colonial verslons of hlstory and value. wlth

status accorded to patriarchal and militaristic perspectives and to emnomic
actîviües sanctioned as necessaiy or contrlbutory within those perspectives,
as well as to select cultural achievements and figures in ancient C r e e and

Rome. As has been pointed out in feminist and academic chcles over at

least the past two decades. this narrow defhition of Westerna is a construct
sekcted h m a far wider range of Nstorles played out in the geographic
areas invohred. and one that has political effects: it excludes altemate
histories. including those of whole groups of citïzens. and lt reinforces the
apparent importance of patriarchal and militaristic values by repeatedly

deeming them worthy of study. "Ihus. any cultural historicaî 'knowledgea
gmunded In thls mnstmct of Western civlllzationœI s hîghly hctured and
partlai. 1 understand my own analysis in much the same vein: tentative.
rather than summative. My hop. slmply. is that techknowledge.
representing multiple factors in the mythos of a thne. wlll prove an adept if
partiai metaphor for explorlng the complexîty of the interrelatlonshlp
between culture. knowledge. and technology.

1 do not imaglne the technosoda1 changes of my focus to be clean

dellneatlons between eras: 1 am mindfiil of James O'Domell's waming about
reconstructing the past in t w simple a manner. As he says, m e great
mstake is to imagine a sharp boundary created by a single development in
society separating before and after. The lesson of hlstorlcal investigation 1s
that change brings complexity. and a suitable metaphor for soclal change
wiU be multidimensionai and disorienthg

-as disortenüng a mode1 as the

real thing would k to have iived through" (O'Donnell. 1998. p. 25).

1 am interested as much in technology as a concept within culture as I am in

any spedac technologtes. so-called hi&-tech ones or othenvise. I am

intensted in technologies as sociocultural. as iconic. as both products of
culture and actors fn culture: constitutive and constituent. signifier and
signif?ed. 1 am interested in technology's interface with the social reaim.
with human uses and desires. with conceptions of meaning and knowledge.

Anà 1 am interested in technology as cuihirally and ideologically embedded.
as part of a 'system of relationsœ(Bruce. 1997. p. 250). rather than

somethlng separate. unimplicated. or neutrai. From the uncertalnty and

entanglement of my own immersion in the maMx or miasma of this
technophîlic culture. 1 want to inquîre into both the impact of prevlous
technologies on knowledge and society. Md the impllcatlons of cumnt
dwelopments for OUT contemporary sacred cows and ways of being. What
have been the relationships. historically. between cultural practice and
techknowledge. and what slgnlflcance. if any. do they bring to bear on the
question of digital technology's sodetal implications?

Questions about signilicance and knowledge foms ralse questions of
epistemology: of the assumptions inforrning my appruach to the topic and
my sense of how such research should be conducted. Usher claims 'AU

approaches to research are a reflection of cultural beliefs about the world we
llve in and want to live in"(Scott and Usher. 1996. p. 25). Research is a
construction

- a comp1ex process of shaping and marking ideas. and

presenüng them in such a way that they can be shared. discussed. Msited.
argued. And I consider my d t u r a l beîîefs a mish-mash: a cobbled
compendium of ideologies leanhg towarü the postmodem. toward emphasls

on cuîture and construction in generaî. Coming from that epistemological
address, 1 do not want to

-and do not belleve 1 CM - approach my

research as value-neutrai or objective. This thesis wiiî explore the concept of
knowledge, of what it means 'to know" in a given cultural context. but it wlll
be a subjective exploration. and my own subjective IdenUkations and

interpretatîons wiii be inscribecl on knowledge throughout the thesis text. 1
position it in tenns of Donna Haraway's Mew h m a body" (McLaren. 1991.
p. 152): 1 do not clalm authorlty of a 'God's eye view" of the world. or of

techknowledge in any era or context. As Myles Horton states in We M a k e
the Rocuf by WaUrlng. -As soon as 1 startecl looking at the word neuM and
what it meant, it became veiy obvious to me that there can be no such thhg
as neutrality. It's a code word for the exlstîng system" (Horton and m.
1990. p. 102).

1 want to draw on the constnictivlst tradition In conducthg this tracing of

what it means to know and meant to know: thls exploration of accounts of
the process of knowledge s b . Constnictlvism foregrounds practices and

contexts. which are the objects of my study. and interpretation. which is the
practlce 111 be engaghg in as 1 read and -te

a c m s dlnerent Ume frames

and cultures. The constructhrlst approach also takes up the concept of
knowledge in a way I want to be mindfùl of. as 1 compare knowledges and
write them into the text: withln mnstructhrism*~
interpretive framework.
according to Robin Usher. 'IK)nowledge is perspective-bound and
partiaLknow1edge thetefore is always a matter of knowing dwetentiy rather

than cumulative Increase. identity. or confirmation" (Scott and Usher. 1996,
p. 19). Such a npresentation of knowledge works !luen@ with my own
notion of techknowledge as a cultural@specific intersection. wlth no
potential for cumulative increase but apparent& idhite capadty for representation in new form.

Postmodem epistemology wili inform the thesis as weii, both through my

stated emphases on subjectivlties and partiality. and through my focus on
the 'languaging of knowledge in different hîstorical contexts. Not only wiii 1

be languaging a particular version of history into king wlth my imposition
of linearity and closure on the field of my historlcal anaiysls. but 1 WUk
explorlng how other eras languaged their own concepts and referents for
knowledge and Uterate practices into textual forms. some of which are sull
accessible. though perhaps entirefy separated h m their original discourses
and intended significations. today. 1 WUalso k drawlng on the contested

construct of postmodemity as a contextual lens through which to vlew
digîtal technology. and as a delimiting context in the shaping of 2 lMcentury

techknowledge itself.

1 think these traditions of constnicthrlsm and postrnodemism. intertwined

as they are. work appropdately with my exploration of techknowledge and
cultural shifts: constructivism because of its fonis on practice, which is

central to my anaiysls of techknowledge wtthin cultures. and
postmodemism because of its emphasis on the constmcted nature of the

world. on which the very concept of techknowledge depends.
Techknowledge. and its underlying premise of muhial constitution of
culture. technology. and knowledge. challenges the notion of a determinate
world where what is known is 'out therea waiting for empirical validation.
Without postmodem thought and its deconstruction of the conventions of
the 'real." 1 suspect that the discourses whkh allow me to talk about
techknowledge might not exist.

Constructivht and postmodem approaches also emphasize a rejection of
definîtives and universals that seems only appropriate to an exploration of
technologles as ephemeral as in$oxmation technology and cybeispace. The
locations they offer allow me to explore techknowledge wer variant hlstorlcal
contexts without trying to make the concept into a universal. Digitai
technologies are relatively new cultural players. 'new me^" men by name.
and specltlc operations and capadties becorne obsolete on a daily basis.
They do not. therefore, lend themselves weii to universal definitions and
generallzations based in more posttMst approaches to research. since
spedac empirical observations of a given technology may only be able to
cldm vaîîdity for a fkaction of a moment before king swept aside by the
changes of innovation and reconfiguration. Techknowledge Is always
contingent upon the cultural context of Ume and place, and does not make
for tidy analysis kom any one lone area of Its constitution. Cannen Luke
discusses the foUy of ûyhg to apprehend the sweeping techknowledge shlfts

of contemporary sodety h m the perspective of a single epistemo1ogy or

disdphary perspective: 'Pivoting on the threshold of a 'revolution*that
irnpbes more than just information. we are in fact hipdeep in Use

interdisciplinaxy moment of our time where the metaphors and realities of
sado-cuîtwai. technological. and media empire convergenœs can no longer

adequately be understocxi or analysed through single-lens dlscipiinaxy or
theoreticai positionsœ(Luke.1996. p. 2).

link

- origin storîes

'An o r @ hstory in Uie 'Western' humanist sense depends on the myth of
o r k ~ h dwiifg. fullness. bliss Md t m t . represented by the phaülc mother

fmm whom all humans must separate. Me îask of tnàhiMual dewbpnaent and
of hisby"(Haraway. 1991. p. 151).

1 am reatly not sure where this thesis began. in an early version of my

proposal for the pmject. I felt it important to begln by tradng a narrative of
the origins of my own interest in the topic. So 1 told the story of a young
teacher in her Brst classroom - or in the Brst classroom she was paid to k
in. her first rull-year professional contract. her Brst 'class of her own"

wlthout cooperating teachers or sick teachers present despite the@absences

-who found herself faced with eight shining brand new Power Madntosh
computers she didn't know how to turn on. And 1 told of evolution: of
learning and coming to embrace computers. of shedding technophobia or
whatever those nagging feelings may have k e n about that nasty male
domain. of eventual integration of emafl and word processing into the fabric

- the clean expanse of fabric that a professional narrative demands k
woven for view - of my Me. 1 positioned myself as a late techno-bloomer. a
gratehi convert. a pragmatic. hoping to protect myself against redundancy
in the shlfflng and unstabk world of the new rnillenium. 1 laid reasons
down in stepping-stone order. tracing a teleology of seeds sown and watered

and blossomed into ski11 and fascination with technology and with its
impiications for ducation. And it was ail. in a sense. tme. but the story

was a performance of dfscomfort for me. and 1 could not. in the end. dedde

why 1was telling it. The story was no more than one truth possible among
many. and it was one that elîded the complexlty and contradictions of the

joumey towards thfs thesis. 'Ihere has been no seminal - or failopid.
shouid you prefer - moment for me on the joumey. no clear separation
between before and &ter in t e m s of my experiences wlth digital

technologies. and no unity or wholeness of subjectivity on either slde of the
arbltrary boundary. Digital technologies are a part of my Me. and are

aiternately the sites of excitement. relief. ambivalence. frustration.
m e t y . . .dependent on the contexts in whkh 1 use or think about them.

The origins of thls thesis are not in the topic. then. but in me. or more

.

broadly in the location of my own partlcular and personal experiences of
techknowledge intersection. My origin stoiy does not focus on temporal
beginnings but situated ones. pieces of locatedness that meet and cross.

shaping each other and my understandings of the world. My techknowledge

did not fonn whole. or in a lînear fashion. It is an amdgam of experiences.
exposures. and investments. and it reshapes and re-intersects frequently.

lending new constructions of meaning to my thinking and my research.
Owr the months that I've worked on t u s text. for instance. ILe expertend
an appredable gain in my own o n h e searching and nsearching skllls. and

an equally appredable shift in my understanding of research and how to go
about it. My personal techknowledge constmctions. like those of the culture
1 obsem and inhabit. are constantly in flux. and the dlsmurses and

subjectivltïes available to me t h u g h techknowledge intersections are

always changlng ami s h i h g as weli.

n i e subjectivltles 1 bring to this work are multiple beyond my articulation.
Some have wert connectfons to my interest in technologies and
techknowledge: perhaps most promlnently. 1 am in my late twenties. and
expect to work withîn the touted digital revolutlon of the 2 1st centwy for at

least the next thirty years. As an educator. the sMs in knowledge and
literate practice that mark this revolution are dlrectly relevant to my own
understanding of my roles of teacher and academic and citizen. and thus
considering ideas about what the digital age may herald is both of interest
and of value to me, in all senses of the latter term. 1 am also a woman, and
white. and the variant s&niecatlonsof priviiege and disadvantage that these

two subjectMUes coder within the dismurses of existing techknowledge
have been sites for me to examine and experience the practices and impacts
of cultural Merarchies. In the thesis. my focus is in many ways a broaderscde exploration of the same processes and practices.

I grew up in a female-headed family. tw. in economlc circumstances of

iimlted privilege (at least by North American measure). and that dual
locatedness effectfveb drcumscrlbed my direct experience with digltal
technologies until

-in demographic terms -relatively late in my young

adulthood. n i e discourses by whlch this occurred were discourses of power
and domah. of gatekeeping. and they were dlscourses which retained

infïuence over my own senses of adequacy and ability even after the tangible
barriers between myself and digital technologies had been broken down. My
research for thls thesis project. and the extended grappllng with dlscou~ses
that I've had to do in order to formulate my ideas. has impacted my own
techknowledge to such an extent that those discourses of exclusion and
inadequacy have k e n rendered impotent. for me: 1 am able to expose them.
dimînish them. think my way around them. Nonetheless. 1 argue that they
remah powemil in the culture at large. in a variety of incarnations. and the
emphasis 1 place in the text on the complerdty of access is a consequence of
this partlcular experience of situatedness.

Situatedness pemeates the thesls perhaps most powemilly in the area of
epistemology. both explldt and unarticulated: in the previous chapter. 1
discussed how postmodernism and constructivism inform aspects of my
thinking and therefore my wrîting. Thls section

-this dhrergent hyperlînk

that breaks the continulty of the narrative and wertiy draws attention to the
constructed nature of the thesis - 1s itself situated in the assumptions of
those péuticular epistemologies. in their emphasis on explicit valuing of
knowledge and the positionhg of the researcher withln the text. niese
premises are part of my techknowledge. my construct of meaning. and h m
them 1 d m not only the form of this sectton. this 'aside." but also the
content. W i W constnictivlst and postmodem conceptions of narrative. the
subjectMUes of the writer inhere in the text and cannot be separated h m
the ideas s/he urplores: there is no 'possibility of 'disinterested' research

and value-fm knawledgew(Scott and Usher. 1996. p. 29). in locating origïn

points of this research pmject. 1 aim to avold wbracketingmyself out" of the

Most.. .research leaves the author out of the text.. .This omission
is not the resuit of forgetfiilness. but rather reflects the assumption
that to presait data that will be convincing and deemed legitimate.
attempts must be made to bracket out the subjective...However. the
author ls part of the research.. .For research to be authentic. the
relationship betwan what is said and the person(s)doing the
talklng must be made apparent. (Gitlin. 1994. p. 187)
1 believe in

- and will spend a proportion of the thesis exploring -the

concept of located tmths and ways of knowing. The quotation ltselt though.
highiights the contradictions of situaüng m y d and my work withh the

intangible and transient boundaries of postmodenilsm: the same location
that makes bracketing myself out of my text untenable also makes the
authenticlty that G i t h and Russell asaibe to inclusion rather suspect.
since pstmodernkm challenges the notion of the essential and authentic
subject. even when the subjectivlty is that of postmodem researcher.

2. Knowledge as Cultural Practice
The technologies that mobilize c y b e d t w and its techknowledge are

myriad in the&speciec purposes and effects. but have one central
commonallty: they are digltal. niese digital technologies. which encompass

the categories of arllftciai intelligence and Mormation technology. and
encroach in certain circumstances upon the arena of biotechnology as well.
rely on cornputer code combinations of aroes and ones rather than visible
mechanical or analog processes for operation. These code combinations
rnake t possible for digital technologies to perforrn an aimost Lnanlte varlety
of informational and operationai tasks. and for them to communicate any
relevant results faster. and across broader distances. than analog
technologies c m . As the world cornes to rely more and more on dlgltal
networks for communications in partlcular. the ability of the human species
to cross time and space is dramaticaUy hcreased. It Is this abllity. thls
capacity for communication through digital technology. which particularly
interests me: how does such a codation of distance impact how cultures
understand themselves. or how knowledge gets constmcted and
understood? Dale Spender emphaslzes how it is technology eaects technologkal Uteracfes and their cultural impacts. rather than the objects
themselves

- that represent marked changes in social order. when she

discusses the incursion of digital technologies into contemporary Me:
1 am sure that aii the àiscussion on broadband vs. namowcasting.

rams. bytes and fibre optics deals wlth important issues. and is of
immense fascination to some members of the public. But these are
no more the substance of the electronic revolution than the

emergenœ of the factory was the industrial revolution: in both
cases it 1s the change in sodety - the shiffs in power. wealth.
influence. organisation and the environmental consequences that matters to us al1 as individuals. and as comunities.
(Spender. 1995. p. xiv)
Bertram Bruce - courtesy of Dewey - theorizes: '[Clommunication is what
d e s communfty possiblew(Bruce.1997. p. 304). Outside of some concept

of community. communkation and communication tools become Unwreiy

and irrelevant: likewlse. outside of some conception of communication.
community becomes dmcult to imagine. nie two words share a common

Latin etymdogy. In the mot 'corn.' rneaning 'togethef (Barnhart. 1995. p.
143). and. in many senses. they can o d y be seen a s rneaninghi when taken
together. understood in relation to each other. 1 want to explore thls
togethemess: to examine speclfic communilles in terms of their
communications technologies. and the perspecthre-bound knowledges - the
techknowledge - those technologies have helped make tangible.

But what do 1 mean by knowledge? And what is the process by whlch
communications technologies contribute to the creatlon of knowledge? It is
a concept whose power to regulate is often rnasked by its apparent selfevfdence: 'meother cultural assumptfons, the definition of 'knowledge' 1s
rareiy explicftly discussed because it has been so long a part of the culture
that it seems a self-evident tmth to many. simply another part of the way

things at4 (Hinchey. 1998. p. 36. emphasis original). I t is likewise a

conœpt that is difficuit to pin down because its content is ever-changing: 'If
the act of knowing has historicity. then today's knowledge about something

is not necessarfly the same tomorrow. Knowledge is changed to the extent
that reality also moves and changes...It's not something stabillzed.
immobillzed" (Horton and Fmire. 1990. p. 101). Withln my constnict of
techknowledge. such mobiiity on the part of knowledge is essential. since an
intersection whose constituents become permanent and stable itself
becomes kozen. and can no longer represent something as fluid and
multiple as culture.

The word knowledge. in fam(llar form. has been a part of the English

language for almost a mlllenium. and is thought to have multiple origins.
drawing h m Old English and Old Hi@ German versions of to know. or to
recognize. and h m the Old Icelandic knd, meaning '1 cana (-art.

1995.

p. 4 15). This emphasîzes. for me. the relationship between knowledge.

power. and agency. Roger Simon talks about how the technological proccss
of knowledge construction shapes these senses of recognition and '1 can":
Rather than determining particular meaning effects. cultural
technologies frame.. .acts of representation and comprehension
and recognition.. .cultural technologies assemble positions h m
which people mnstmct vlsual. written. aurai. or gestural forms of
'textuaiity'and address others through such textualities. But as
well. such technologies also assemble positions h m which people
may attempt to grasp and hence mediate the symbollc fields that
s m u n d them. (Simon. 1992. p. 43)

n i e positions to which Simon nfers are positions of knowing and of
productive v e r . positions h m which people make sense of th& worlds
and the& place in them. and h m whlch they construct their concepts of
agency. the possible. and their own capadties to do. Power and knowledge

are directiy m ~ e c t e das
. Foucault dlscusses in DfscIp1Ine and mish:
There is no power relation without the correlattve constitution of a field of
knowledge. nor any knowledge that does not presuppose and constitute at

the sarne Ume power relaUonsœ(Foucault. 1977. p. 27).

One of the basic premises of this thesis is that knowledge is an expression of
cultural practice: information sanctioned as meaninghii by the cultural
context. Knowledge can be taken up as both individual and communal. but
my emphasis on cultural practice foregromds the communal aspect:

stresses the relatlon of the individual to the community. Knowledge. in these
terms. is a subjective commodity. I t can be experiential. informational. or
abstract in terms of its construction and purpose. but it can only exist
within the ideological and discursive h e w o r k s of culture. of comrnunity.

And it can oniy be expressed and shared with the community through si@
systems and technologies. which are also constructions of communlty.

These communications and constructions are, in a sense, what makes
comrnunity: the production of shared knowledge. of 'togethemess." When
that production gets taken up in practice. it is the cornmon practices in the
use of technologies or sign systems that make communication possible and
thus make communities spedflc: they can be said to possess knowledge.

Such knowledge. while shared. i not necessarlly agreed upon or imrested in

by al1 members of the community: it is the lnvesbnent in specific knowledges
that Merentiates variant ideologîes. The overt ptactlce of party poiitics. in
which knowledge positions compte for dominance within a community. is

evidena of the distinction between possession of shared knowledge and
investment in spedec constructions.

Within cornmunitles. speciflc knowledges are produceci as meanings are
attrlbuted and shared and invested in. whether these meanlngs happen to

be communicated through visual. linguistic. or alternative sign systems. In
each of these me&.

the specLflc technosocial practices used to convey

knowledge are conventions. Convention is about hteracy, in the broadest
sense of the latter terrn: convention makes use possible by enabhg Uterate

usage. It is thus grounded in the cultural: 'Convention is necessary to the
understanding of any sim. however iconic or indexid lt 1s...convention is
the social dimension of signs: it is the agreement amongst the users about
the appropriate uses of and responses to a sign" (Flske. 1990. p. 56).
Convention. Wre the knowledge conveyed through it. is a social practice and
is therefore fluid: conventions are created in the practice of techknowledge,

and as that intersection shifts. so do they.

Conventions inundate daily Lhres. but so thoroughly that they are often
unremgnized. The type of knowing that gets termed 'common knowledge" is
actually conventional knowledge: how to khave in certain clrcumstances.

h m to operate unobtrusively or successfully withh a spedac community.
h m to gain favour. or to lose it. Such knowledge is seldom actualiy

common exœpt to people within the community. or with access to the
communal discourse. to the iiterate practices of that community. 'Common
knowledge" - no matter how widely shared it may appear to be

- is thus

located in specific discourses and subjectivities and ideological positions,
and attached to particular practices. privileges. and dlsprivileges.

As sign systems change or are used dlnerently. associateci conventions and

literacies also change. and social practices within cornmunittes are altered
as this occurs. The Uterate practices and conventions which develop out of

one technolo~.however. are often carried through into others: hence the
traditional heroic cycle of oral Celtic mythology can be found in later
Uterature. fundarnentally unaltered. and in HoUywood t l h 'classlcs" like the
Star Wars trilogies. whik the 'Oyez! Oyez! Oyez!' cry whkh c d s courtmoms

to order is one of many conventions of fornial oral ~~mmunication
carried
over into contemporary legal proceedings and contract laws (Tyner. 1998. p.
39). When conventions of Uterate practice and communication h m one

community gain dominance across multiple cultural boundarîes. the
increasingîy hegemonic globalism of our era becornes possible and even
likely. since cornmunity boundaries m u n d practke and knowledge are
blurred. in the process, speciflc knowledges, cultural practfces. and ways of
knowing are lost. leavlng many cornmunitles wîth Uttle to base the& xnse of
'togethemess' on. 'Ihis is. undoubtabiy. one of the impacts of humans*

increasing capadty to communicate across distances both of time and
space: in opening up the posslbiîîty for new communities to develop across
disparate geographic and temporal boundarles. new techknowledge
threatens communities whose existence and ways of Me have been pmrnised

upon such boundaries.

Canying literate practices from one context to another can also threaten the

sensibilities and tastes of established communities, cultures. or classes.
Walter Ong's theory of secondary oraiity posits that technologies such as
televlsion. radio. and the telephone not only re-introduced o d t y into mass
culture but in doing so brought conventions of private discourse into the
public realm m e r . 1998. p. 56).making topics that were once given oral
expression only in intimate settings the loud. proud objects of publlc
consumption. As Kathieen m e r points out in her discussion of Ong's work

in L(teracy Ln a Dlgücrl World. 'Ong's theory of s«x>ndaryorality does much
to explain the sense of 'tastelessness' that critics of media Bnd so dMlcult to
deflne with any precision" (ibid). In other words. the purported crassness of
televlsion. in particular. may be more directly relateci to the dislocation of
conventions from their original contexts than it has to do with W itseIf:
certainly offense is taken most frequently by persons whose iîterate

practices are predicated on value/knowledge structures that have
foundational mots in the pre-television era. and who thus have a vested
interest in maintaining the power represented by those practices.

However. wMe cultural giobaktion is a recent phenornuion made possible
by the extent to which technologies can now tianscend ôoundarles of time

and space. and by the epistemological residue of capitalism and imperialism
which informs many tech-based transactions today. the spectre of

dominance in communications technologies and practices do not appear to

be new at all. Particuiar iiteracies. and the technologies whlch represent
them. generally dominate the social practices of a @en community at a
given Ume. One of my premises in this work is that a community*~
discourses about and understandings of knowledge in that context are
Lntrlcately c o ~ e c t e dto the practlces and the technologies that dominate the
context. In other words, that how we know what we know will make it
diillcult for us - us belng the aggregate of members in any community. or
sodety

- to learn to know dmerently. because it wlll entaii a change not

only in knowledge. but in practice. As Roger Strnon points out. *Any
discussion of social forms must take into account that some forms have

corne to constitute the legitimate. the 'usuai.' the standard. the normal marginallzlng other forms in and through their dflerence" (Sirnon. 1992. p.
21).

mis type of hegemonic legitimation. and subsequent marginaiization of
alternate practices. is &dent in the popular use of the tenn 'itteracy" itseIf:
despite extensive academic and educational work over the past two decades
on literacy theory and multi-literades. Ln contemporary culture iiteracy is

repeatedly reiniorced as the measurable. quantieable usage of the print

alphabet. In this constmction of Uteracy are many imphcatlons for social
practice. inciuding the prhrileging of knowledge gained h m the products of
print. a priviieging of sWs based in the conventions of print. and the

consequent de-legitlmation of knowledge and knowers constituted h m
other technosacial practices. Other communications technologies have
prollferated over the pst cenhuy. including the telephone and broadcast
media such a s radio and televlston. but none of these has seriously
challengeci the hegemony of prînt or the dominance of alphabetic literacy in
the domain of what Western culture counts a s knowledge. Print is so deeply
institutlonalized in Our practices of making meaning and determinhg
knowledge that it has become. arguably. how we know what we know: Our
discourses around knowledge have untii recenüy fomgrounded the practices
and conventions of alphabetlc literacy wîth vehemence.

Until recentiy. that is: the quaMer in that statement Ls a significant one. I t

seems fairiy apparent that prlnt's hegemony in the domain of knowledgeproduction has begun to experience serious dismption, as information
technology's cultural star has risen and its practices have bemme lauded as
legiümate and viable. if not nece-

parallel. to the uses and practices of

alphabetic Literacy. 1 consider t N s a techknowledge sNft rather than simply
a technologid one: not on@are new digital technologies encroaching on

contemporary Mie in drarnatic ways. but they are infiltrating the dismurses

and practices by which we know what we know. and kcorning necessary to
the way sadety knows itseif. It Is a cultural sNft that is occurring.

Concurrent wlth this shlft. cultural tension and debate has exploded about
what this might rnean for iives and jobs and socletal practices. Along with
the utopian dreams and dystopian projections. there are questions: whether

alphabetic Hteraqfs traditional arllfacts

-books. partiCUIarly -wül k

enürely replaced by digital technologies. whether the techknowledge shift
WUmake us unrecognlzable to ourselves. cultural&. and what ail of us
and espedaily any of us wlth a stake in education

-

-are to make of all thls

shifhg of how we know what we know. This thesis touches on these

questions. but under the assumption that the disruption they adâress is not

something new. but rather somethlng that has happened fkequently before

in the varied histories of humanity. Chapter four. in particular. will take up
some of the changes expertenceci by other societîes whlch underwent shih
in techknowledge due to innovation in communications technology: how the

process of dominance-buildingafEected what they knew and what they
u n d e r s t d themselves to be.

The changes -and potential dominance shift - that our culture seems to

be experiencing are not necessarlly about the death of prht or alphabetic
iiteracy. however. but rather about the death of its hegemony. Change in
the dominant communications technology of a culture does promise change
in that culture's techknowledge and in the culture itself, but it does not

necessarily forebcxie the loss. entirely. of the old technology and its
attendant ïiterate practices. n i e adopuon of writing and print in the
Western world b a case in point: though alphabetlc literacy has corne to

hold a position of dominance in referma to cultural conceptions of
knowledge. it has not replaceü spoken language in al1 contexts. nor the
practices of the oral tradition. I t has. certaidy. decimated the power that
omlity once held in many cultures. and in some cases contributeci to the
decimation of oral cultures themsehres. destroying - through dominant
culturai discourses of moral right and t b u g h domlnant cultural practices

of force

- the literades that made oral cultures cornmunities. But, as

mentioned kfore. some of the conventions of orality survtve. subsumed in
print culture's contemporary nanative forms. canying with them ways of
knowlng that predate the techknowledge of print by centurks. My

arpectations for the 2 la century and digital technology are rather slmilar.
At thls point in Ume. the old techknowledge of prlnt and the emerglng

technologies of cyberspace are converging. to an d e n t : users and creators
of both are crossing boundaries. drawing conventions and practlces from the
two and blending them to create new capacities and pmducts. Digital
technology. especially in the iorm of the cornputer and the Intemet. makes
extensive and visible use of print conventions. allowlng desktop publishers
to manipulate the fafniliar print variables of font. spadng. and layout. and
to produce documents that two decades ago would have been unattatnable
wlthout a prolessional printing press. Likewise. emall - ostensibiy a hybrid
of letters and telephone and face-to-face conversational conventions draws on practices and capacitles made famillar in a variety of older

technologies to aliow for fast. lnformai communication over distance. In the
other direction. the encroachment of hypertext-style writing into posbnodem

pubîished novels and other print texts makes convergence a veritable twoway street. These convergences reflect. in very real ways. the loss of famillar
practices and techknowledge. but they do suggest that print will not
disappear

-only that it is likely to becorne somethlng dinerent in its dgltal

incamation. Some cherished aspects of print communications and
knowledge WUs w l v e the shift to an information era. but they wiN not be
unaltered. in form or in meaning. SMce meanhg is made possible only Ln
the cultural context. in the intersection between technology and knowledge.
and since the cultuml context is changed by changes in technology and

knowledge. it could not be otherwlse.

1 would venture. though. that thls perlod of dominance shift itself is fertile

with possibîîîty for shaping the convergence and direction of

techknowledges. since. in the postrnodem epistemology upon which
techknowledge is premised. the world is not determinate. n i e
techknowledge and the culture of the future are created by the literate
practices and conventions that Our culture selects and relnforces and
stablllzes. When mass-produced print replaced the culture of the
manuscript. a specffic Cocus of chapter Bve. the shift took place over
centuries. But the capacity of digitai technologies to communicate and
operate with such speed seerns to be encouraging what Kathleen m e r

cals an accelerated convergence.
One Corn of communication does not automatically displace another.. .
forms coudst as they bomw and swap genre. style. codes. and

-

conventions with mixed aesthetlc sumas. of course. The abfflty
of digital tools to collapse sight, sound. and motion with relative ease
accelerates experimentation with the convergence of aesthetic fonn
and structure h m dinerent media. m e r . 1998. p. 39)

This acceleration. with its muîtipkity of possibllîties. nonetheless demands

a great deal h m the individuals who live in the cultural sphere of such
rapid change. Not only is cuitUral techknowleâge k i n g continuai&

reshaped at a pace that is difilcuit to apprehend. but the tangible Uterate
practices needed to be able to fiuiction effectively In the burgeonîng
information society change wlth a frequency and a complexlty that even
people privileged enough to have access to &@ta1technologles find
htimldating. As Paul Lwinson points out. this acceleration of leamhg and
shift in attitude towards lire-long l e m represents a dmnatic cultural

adaptation:
indeed, other than ideographic systems in Asla. alphabetic
reading (and writingl rernained the most difIlcult medlum to
learn well into the 20th century - l o o h g at a photograph.
talklng on the phone, listening to a phonograph recording.
watching a movie. listenlng to the radio. watching T V require
no leamlng on the basic perceptual or performance level at ali.
The persona1 cornputer of course changed that. revershg the
trajectory of ever easier-to-use me& ...thlshas k e n no easy
task for adults. many of whom looked at learning how to drhre
an automobîie as the last signiiicant ski11 they needed to
master for full citizenship in the technological Society.
(Levinson. 1997. p. 31)

Some of the cultural resistance to digital technologies and the changes they

are purparted to represent needs to be considend in tenns of the c h t e of
fear and amiety such a recodlgwatlon of leaniriig creates.

In addition to issues of acceleration and convergence. it is important to note
that the Uterate practices requlred for effective participation in the
techknowledge arena of a particular era rnay not n e c e s d y k

-or

perhaps seldom are - the literate practices of the majorlty. In the case of

cornmunication technologles. parücularly, which I argue have a parücularly
signiflcant impact on the pmcess of meaning-making wlthin sodeties.
practices of gatekeeping have historkally been used to define the
comniunities to which litencies were avaiiable. and not available. In some
cases. this dehitlon of 'community" may simply have revolved around a
geographic entity of kinship. but in many instances the gatekeeping was
edocced through matrices of status. class. and gender. as in the medieval
stranglehold on alphabetfc literacy and textual production held by the
Cathoiic church. or the late industrial positioning of technologies as the

domah of male workers. WWe the former situation is now, effectively.
Mstory in the Western world, the latter still has powerful significance in
terms of women's relationships with the concept of technology and. as a
result, wlth the forecast of a dawnîng inionnation age. In a world where the
tenn 'technologymhas been coded male. despite women's expert and in some

areas almost exclusive use of technologtes. the recent cultural foregrounding
of technologies has r a i d this issue of gatekeeping and the 'technophalllc"

stereotype: Women hve. paradoxically. in a state of intimate connection
wlth the technologies of re/production and yet are represented as
perenniaiïy hadequate: groping towards and never reaching cornpetence.

technophobic and Luddite" (E3ryson and Mastell. 1996. p. 2).

Gatekeeping, in both the instances alluded to. not oniy limîts access to the
literate practices of a particular technology. and thus to participation in the
cultural arenas in which those practices are necessary. but also regulates
the production of subJectivitfesin relation to the technologles in question.
Such regulation. enacted by positioning the technologles as the ' ~ t u r a l ' ~
jurlsdictlon of the groups who possess the knowledge - and themfore the
power -of their practice. thus societaliy mbimkes the desire of other

groups to gain access. and restricts the abllity even of determineci but
disenfranchised individuals to leam the Uterate pracüces in question.
Formal routes are effectlvely closed off. and soda1 sanction regarding
approprlateness shuts dtemate doors. The closed comrnuniües retain their
status and power. and those shut out have little opportunîty to contrlbute to
the techknowledge intersections tied to the technology/les in questlon.

Gatekeeping of thls sort has k e n an element of the cultural practice of
digital technologies since the& inception. Not only dws a minlinal
proportion of the world's

- or even the West's - population cumntiy have

access to technologies and Uterades which would allow them to participate
in the Monnation revolution or in a d&hlly-based society. but kyond this

materiai restriction of access. more subtle fonns of reguiation effective&
nstrict the partidpation wen of persons who have the opportunity to touch
and use digital technologles. The historical ccxüng of technologies as male.
and the dlscourses of cyberculture which posltion digital technoJogies as
predominantly white. middle-class domains. d work to reinforce the
exisüng structure of production in digital technologles. The majority of

persons shaping information technologies. Muenclng the ways these
technologies can be used and the knowledge posslbilities they contribute to.
are people whose subjectivities reflect the status quo of Eurocentrlc.
mascullnist. capitallst narratives. These subjectlvities. and the& attendlng
values. tend to be reiiirorced by the technological capadties such c ~ a t o r s
write into thelr pmgrams. Thus the techknowledge s W that digital
technologks precipltate in contemporary culture are lîkely to uphold the
literate practices and dismurses that privilege the segment of sodety which
produceci the technology itseif.

Nonetheless. indivlduals who identify or are tdentlsed as btheru withlri the
dominant white male discourse of technology can -and have - subverted
the uses of various technologies. including digital technologles. to purposes
which do not reinforce the traditional narrathres of belonging which lomte
technologies discursively. Just as women read and wrote quite prohisely

(among partlcular classes) during eras when forma1 education was usually
restricteâ to males and when women in authorial roles were beiittled for
indecornus behavlor (Spender. 1995. p. 79). so today. despite the

gatekeeping which exists amund digital technologies, multiple voices get

through. Riot gmls do populate the web in active resistance to patrlarchal

and pomographic dominance, as well as to dlscourses of woman as vlctlm.
And Donna Haraway's construction of the cyborg works to expose as hoiiow

many of the premfses on which gatekeeping is based: her cyborg is an obJect
and a site of feminist resisbnœ to the construction of the technological as a
male domah. Rather than positioning the cyborg as a feminlne alternative
to the traditional masculinist narrative of technologicai prowess. Haraway
breaks down the duaiisms reifîed by the traditlonal constructton: her cyborg
is '[R]esolutely cornmitteci to partiality. irony. intimacy. and perversity. It is

oppositional. utopian. and completely wlthout irmocencew(Haraway.1991.
p. 151). 'ïhrough the cyborg. Haraway deflates the vaüdity claims and
Uterate practices of gatekeeping. providing an alternative techknowledge
basis for a digital future.

Gatekeeping is not. and has likely never been. a wholiy successful pnmss of
circumscribing community and literate practice to the exclusion of all who
do not meet whatever criterion is used for inclusion. Processes of exclusion
and participation. partkularîy on a societal basls. are - h m the
perspective of the postmodem and contmctlvist epistemologies 1 draw on

-

never monolithic. always contextuai and cornplex. But issues of access and
gatekeeping in reference to digital techn010gles are especially cornplex.
because they draw attention beyond the ideal of access to technologies as

tools. and towards a conception of access as techknowledge production.

While fornial channels for the production and shaping of techknowledge

products - the creative commodities that bear witness to the intersections
of possibiiity and subjectivlty in a given moment - still exist. digital tools
make it possible to create and to publish. record. fllm. and promote outside
the boundaries of established publishing houses. recoKiing companies. and
fiim studios. As Carmen Luke explains digital production: 'Boundaries that

used to dMde authorltatlve speakers/writers and voiceless

consumers/participants, have become permeable or eroded altogethef
(Luke. 1996. p. 4). This emsion dimMshes the power of traditional
networks of gatekeeping and exclusion. and highiights the contradiction
between the way the t e m 'accessœis popularly taken up and the way it has

worked since the îndustrlal era. Gatekeeping. during the 19" and 20UI
centuries. has not been solely

-or perhaps even primari&- a process of

denying individuals access to the use or mnswnptlon of technologies. but of

denying them the opportunity to contribute to the dlscourses and practices
made marketable by those technologies. As dernomatic ideals gained
cultural capital throughout Europe and North America in the 1800s. so gnw
the belief that 'W modem sodety needed Its members to be literate if t was
to hnction effectively" (Spender. 1995. p. 49). Concurrent with this
development. though. came the manufacturlng capacity to mass-produce

books for consumers: in an economic sense. once the industrial era and the
ethics of capltaiism and consumerism gained power. the dgid gatekeeping of

eariier eras wlth regard to Uteracy made no sense. But the industrial world
was indubitabiy s a a Merarchical world. and practices of exclusion and

Umltation of power were not abandoneà. on& adapted. While persons whose
identttles were 'othereda were granted some access to the powemù
technolo@ of alphabetic iiteracy. the institutional systems which protected
pubilcation stin s e d to reinfom cultural predilectlons for the vaiuing of

partidar styles of wriüng. fmm particular sorts of wrlters. UnU recently.
the power granted the 'dead white males" canon of English literature meant
that a limited number of female and/or non-whlte authors had the
opportunity to publish. or at least to have the&wrlting t a h g up as
literature. This system effective& served to reinforce the prlnciples of
exclusion that have dogged techknowledge production throughout history.

in a world where indivlduals have the capacity to produce -without
systemic infiastmcture

-their own texts and creations. though. 'accessn

necessarily implles more than just opportunity to touch and to develop
literate practice: it becomes unarguabiy an issue of agency, and opportunlty
to contribute and critique. As Kathleen m e r fiames it. it is an issue of
whether '[C]itlzens have ample opportunity to become skilleâ inionnation
provlders a s well as Infornation recelvers

orner. 1998. p. 89). In this

increasingiy technologically saturated society. it is not unusual wen for

poiltlcally and economically disenhnchised persons to p s e s s some
technological artifacts: CD players. ceil phones. pagers. Nintendo machines.
and even computers are relatively inexpensive in the cumnt market. and
are becoming seemingiy ubiquitous accoutrements of socletal participation
in diverse circles. 1 do not intend to negate the experîences of those

signiflcant segments of the population for whom them digital technologies

are nonetheless enürely out of mach and out of reality. but I belleve the
issue of access needs to be framed fimm a more complex perspective than

the 'haveswand 'have notswdesignation makes available. The focus on
access as pmximity to and possession of technologies obscures the issue of

whether such access and possession actually reflects the primary practice of
gatekeeplng and exclusion any longer. The boundarks that Carmen Luke
refers to as permeable and eroding are or@ eroding for those whose llterate
practices and subjectivities make it possible for them to conceive of being

information creators as weil as consumers. niose who can use and
consume technologies but do not have the opportunity to mntrlbute. reflect.

and thus shape the techknowledge of the&era are in many ways as
disenfianchised as those who never see a cornputer.

3. Technologies in Culture

My dictîonary defines technology as 'mhe application of practical,
mechanid sciences to lndustry. commerce" (Drysdak. 1996. p. 418). The
de8nit(on both intrigues and dlsappoints me: brlngs more into focus than 1
had antidpated. yet excludes much. too. I t is inûiguing because it
highlights an aspect of the technological in Uiis era that is so taken for

granted it seems almost Invisible: its relationship to commem. to capital. to
the economy of capltalism. Technology. and individual technologies. are
currenüy both enablers of economic exchange and commodities wlthln the
systems of that exchange. And as commoditles. these technologies are
ascribed value not solely because of what they can do but because of the&
very status as technologies. This status. this representatlon of value and
power in the cultural context of the late 2Oui and early 2 1st centuries.
appears to grow da(ly. Baudriliard d e d ours a culture produced and
organized by signs: one campletely describecl by the dynamics of
consumption (Hormcks and Jevtic. 1996. p. 50). Technologles are
important signs and signifiers of consumption today: ceil phones and
laptops and new Beetles codate notions of eniciency and nostalgla with
status. and schools advertise the& connectivity and cornputer-student ratios

in order to appear competitlve in the emerging market of educaüon.
Allucquere R o m e Stone points ta the complexity of thls immersion in the

technological:
Great day for riding a üger! We who jump the beasts -who
use innovations of technology in the stuciy of technological

innovation -âiscover. sometirnes to our sucprise. that we
aren't simple obsenrers. Rather. we are immersed. complexly
interwoven into the epistemes which are the objects of our
work ...We live wlthin the ment horizon of late capitaiism. a
place where values are skewed by the immense force Belds of
economics. From that vantage point. the geometry of ethics
and values is non-euclidean indeed. (Stone. 1995. p. 1)
1 am mindihl of this complexity. and my compUcity and participation in the

sphere of technoprestige and consumerism. 1 am a subject of the culture 1
want to explore

- technologies. and technology. are interwoven into my Me

and my conceptions of the world. And thus my disappointment in the
dictionary defhition 1 found for technology: the 'practical, mechanical
sciences" emphasis focuses attention less on the technologies of my location
in the 2 lStcentury than on industrial technologies. located in a difïerent
nexus of commerce and capitalism, and a dlnerently organhed cultural
context. The technologies calted to mïnd by the dlctionary deanltlon are not
the technologiesjockeying for status and attention on the contemporary
stage. but rather dinosaurs. predecessors. museum pieces from an
industrial world supposedy passed away. Whlle important to my analysis.
they are. at the same Ume. insufkient representatives for it.

ïndubitably. though. contemporary concepts of 'technology" owe their
orlgins to the industrial model. and I wodd argue that the texm suIl does
reference steam engines and cotton gins accurately, though not in such an
encompassing way as it might have been thought to three generatlons ago.

However. in the era of steam engines or mtton gins. the tenn œtechnolw
was not yet wideïy used to describe those practicai. mechanical applications

of sdenüfic prindple. The contemporary meaning granted the tenn is fsilriy
recent. and embedded in the history of What it means to knoW in Western
culture. Its etymology lies in the andent Greek 'techne." meaning art, skill.
craft. method. or system (Barnhart. 1995. p.798). and in EngUsh usage the
t e m initially referenced systematic written treatises on art. craft. or
technique (ibid). By the nineteenth century. however. usage focused
speclRcally on the systematic element. and technolo~gradually kcame a
tenn for mechanic processes and prlnclples.

As Leo M

m explains in Hlgh Techmbgy and Low I m m e Communllle~.'B]t

is important. if we are to develop a crltlcal understanding of the way we

thWr about technological innovation. to recognize that 'technology' is a

concept of relatlvely recent origin... only in the Btst decades of this century
did the word 'technology' - in today's wider sense. derring to the mechanic
arts themselves (diectively) - gain cumncy" (Manr, 1999. p. 137)).The
term only began to be used extensively around the thne of World War 1:
today we are inundated with t .

Accordtng to Leo Mam's acmunt. the contemporary signl8cance of

'technologya stems out of what Donna Haraway calls the 'polluted
inheritance" (Haraway. 1997. p. 1271of the Edightenment and the
indusMa1 Revolution; out of those eras' pivota1 fath in and focus on

progress. and in the&shlwng sodal n o m and the&constxuction of 'man
as machine." Rogress was a foundation of knowledge in the E m p e and

North Arnerica of the 18" and 19th cenMes: it represented the mumph and
liberation of reason. the '[Slteady. conünuous. cumulaUve expansion of

human knowledge of - and power over

-naturen(Marx.1999. p. 139).

innovation in the mechanic arts. based as they were in prindples of science
and rationalism. was construed as physical evidenœ of progress. And this

concept of progress encompasseci bath material inventions and soclocultural
shifts; thus. as technologies like the railroad and the telegraph became

wldespread. spedalized knowledge of the&dweloping systems of operations
becarne necessaxy.

Concunrnt with the Edghtenment construction of progress was a
reconstruction of knowIedge itself: in much of earlier Western Mstory.
knowledge was understood to be a product of tradition. of the comrnunity
iîteracies and conventions that had evolved over centuries. Durlng the
Enlightenment this emphasis on tradition was effectively dismantled and
replaced by a focus on reason, to which end the principles of scientüic
method were developed and utilllzd. Knowledge became a quantîty to k

vaMateci through systematîc measurernent. testabllity. observation, and
experimentatlon (Scott and Usher. 1996. p. 11). and any knowledge daim
which was not empiricaily vaîid became non-knowledge. reiegated to the
lesser status of superstition. opinion. or femïnized 'feeling.'

It was wlthin

this empirical hegemony that the IndusMd Rwolution and the famlllar use

of 'technologyuas systematic and mechanid were bom.

nirough the proMeration of technologid innovation in the nineteenth
century. growing M e s of categorlzed. classified. discipüne-bound
information. representing knowledge. were reifled as examples of humanity's
collective progress on the civilizing journey of conquest over nature. As Leo

Marx explains it. these systems gradually became so cornplex and so wideranging that '[lhey far outreached the conventional denotatlons of ternis
Wre 'the mechanic (or practlcal. or industrial) arts,' or 'the machine.' This

increasing disparity between the language and its presumed referents -the
entities to which it was supposed to refer

- created the semantic void that

'technology' gradudy BUed" ( M m .1999. p. 144). In other words. new
structures in society demanded and made rwm for new knowledge. and for
a conception of knowledge as an inhitely-increasing body. n i e emergence

of the term 'technology" allowed for systernic and abstract conceptions of
industriai. mechanical inventions: for these knowledges to be categorlzed in

a new way. It also allowed the socld effects of machines to be referenced by
the same signifier as the machines themselves.

This elernent of 'technology effectsa is important to my own conception of

what technology and techknowledge are. and an additional reason for my
interest in the dlctfonary's foregrounding of the opplkatfon of technologies.
rather than technologies as artlEacts in and of themseives. 'Ihe ways a

techn010gy is used by a culture does a great deal to shape the eventual
e&cts it has on that culture. and h m it gets used depends on
techknowledge. or the intersection between the technology and the
knowledge and meaning structures of the cuitm. SUU. this is not a
deterministic proces wherein the intersection and its effects c m k
preàicted: '~echnological dlaision in the social sphere proceeds unevenly.
and is mediated by a range of interlocking socio-demographic and cultural

factors that varlously enable and Llmlt access and participation. ?he effects
of media and other technologies are never intrlnsic to a particular medium.
but are dways mediated by the uses to whlch technologies are put and the
contexts in which they are useci" (Luke. 1997. p. 5). And these technology
egects. or the impacts of specific technologies king taken up in s p e d c
ways within culhire. in tum shape the intersection of techknowledge and
meaning just as they are shaped by it. The Industrial Revolution*~
emphasis
on technological progress and the rationaüty of the ScienUc Method. for
example. intersected with the explosion of technologkal innovation and
production to create a powerful cultural conception of human as machine: of
the human body and human interactions as mechanistlc processes as
dissectable and comprehensible as those of mills and engines. This concept

- this spe&c

instance of techknowledge - made possible societal effects

like Taylorism and the medical separation of biology and social c o n t e .

A central premise of my work in this thesls is expressed succincüy by Arturo

Escobar in hls W e b m to Cyberlq which he introduces by stating I h e

point of deparhue of thls inquiry is the belief that any technology represents
a cultural invention. in the sense that technologies bring forth a world: they

emerge out of paiüdar cultural conditions and in tum help to create new

sodai and CUItuTal situationsa[Escobar. 2000. p. 56). I t is that
forth a world.' either on a broad s a l e or an individual one. which intrigues

me in relation to my concept of techknowledge. Donna Haraway.in
discussing the act of interpellation in discourse. -sa

huls Althusser's

theory of '[Hlow ideology constîtutes its subjects out of concrete individuals

by 'hailing' them" (Haraway.1997. p. 49-50). To 'hall.' in Uiis model. is to
call out the subject. to create a moment of identl8cation. to sound a 'hey

you!' that the subject interprets and positions self upon (tbid). 1 appropriate
Haraway's warping stance. and adapt her dalms about technosdence to rny
own focus. positîng that dlscourses around technologies - part of the
techknowledge intersection within culture

- shape the meanlngs that are

appkd to technologies. and the ways the technologles are taken up. She
says. 'Subjects in a discoune can and do refigure its tenns. contents. and
reacha (Haraway, 1997. p. 50). In Aithusserian tenns. 1 want to argue that
technology interpellates and halls indMduals into taldng on a variety of
subjectivlties. and those subjects then rrconflgure the discourses which
constltuted them. and vice versa. in a complex and muhial cycle. For me
this emphasizes the relational and contingent aspect of techknowledge: the
way in whlch technology (blreaches beyond the plastic or metal or ink or

LCD display of its tanglble boundaries once we begin to interact with Lt and
re-represent it to owseives. Technologies are embedded in matrices of

knowledge and cultural practice. As Cannen Luke puts it: 'mechnologks
emerge in specific historlcal contucts. and becorne part of the diverse social
fabric of weryday Me when they shape and are shaped by the social
practices through whlch uses are mediated* (Luke. 1997. p. 7).

I do not beiiwe that any technolow 1s merely an artifact. a tml. a thlng. 1

would venture. however. that the particular arüfactual embodiment of
dinerent technologles Iiinuences the impact and effects they have In the
cultural sphere: shapes the meanings granted to them and thus what they
are able to do. As Bertram Bruce points out. 'It is too easy. and wrong. to

say that arüfacts are only expressions of social relations. because. as
arllfacts manlfest soda1 relations. they appropriate the power they express"

(Bruce. 1997. p. 294). The example he glves to illustrate Ms staternent is a
partlcularly compelllng one for my own exploration: he cites the canon of
Western Ilterature. the so-called 'dead whlte males* club that. despite
deconstmction and calls for new boundaries based in less ethnocentric.
patriarchal knowledge structures. stilJ wîelds a great deal of control over
what counts as Uterature. This is a case. howwer increasingly fractured. of

artifacts representing knowledge. of technologies granted specific
techknowledge status or meaning on the basis of their artlfactual nature.
How a technolo~is embodied matters. nius 1 argue for a broader defînition
of technologtes than the one my dictfonary makes available - one that
Aows for the inclusion of the 'practical, mechanical sdenœsa and the

foregrounding of appiications and the empirical. but that also emphasizes

the science and CUIture of the digital. of the Information Age. of today.
Contemporary technologies are mon abstract and systemic and wide-

ranghg than railfoads wer intimated was possible. and are part of a
cultuml web of knowledge more contingent and dîvergently vaîidated than
the empirical mots of an industrlal conception of œtechnology"could
accommodate.

In the arüfactual sense. then, 1 want to work h m an umbreila debition of

technoloa: one that encompasses the diverse range of embodiments that

can be referenceâ by the term. however old or new. 1 even want to include

and explore technologies that pre-date the Industrial Revolutton by millenia

- technologies that are not necessariiy mechanical. or sclentlflc in the 18ui
century sense of the term. but that impact and 'hail" subjectlvities. brlng

forth worlds. and influence what t means to know. By this deflnition. in
accordance with Katheen Tyner. 1 Lnclude reading and writing

-the

practices of alphabetic lîteracy - under my umbrella of technologies. since
together they 'lC]ommodlfy thought and speech into records" m e r . 1998.
p. 17). And Wth this inclusion, 1 breach the limited boundaries of my

dictionary's definition of technology. and posit my own hybrld instead: for
the purposes of thls project. 1 wlll use the terni 'technologies" to refer to
cultural products wlth operational applications. whkh contribute to a

reconstitution of culture. meaning. and knowledge. and which are tied into
culture t h u g h speciac discourses and capital relations.

How.though. do technologies brlng forth worlds? And what sort of worlds
wlll digital technologies

-given their conventions and their culturai

contexts - contribute to? Any response to these questions exposes a great

many ep~stemolo@cal
assumptions. In reference to the latter query. some
theorists. artists. and uniters have taken a dystopian stance towards
technology. advocating resistance to t and pitioning it as a force heraldlng
the destruction of humane values: others have advocated embracing the
technical. and coded new technologies in utopian and transfonnatlonal
tenns. Many more cuitural participants and cornmentators have taken a
median perspective. characterlzing technolow as a neutral or utilitarian tool
whose contribution to new worlds or ways of king is determined by the
human hands and mlnds guiding it (Bruce. 1997. p. 290-291). In al1 cases.
though. these varlant perspectives al1 treat the technology being considered.
however speciflcalJy or generîdly. as autonomous. as separate h m the
culture and the sodety assessing and using Lt. Bertram Bruce calls thîs
habit of isolathg technology fimm culture 'the autonomy myth" (Bmce.
1997. p. 293). It represents, in al1 Its fonns, a detennirirstic response to the

question of how technologies haiî subjects and brhg forth worlds: it
presumes Uiat technology has slgnificance on its own. isolateci h m the
discourses and practices which surround its use.

As Bmce outhes it. the autonomy myth operates by rnaklng sodotechnid
interactions invisible. and privileging one or the other of the actors: W e see
technology as pre-@en and thus independen* shaping social practices.

Or. we view societal relations as alî encornpasing. thereby flnding it diflHcult

to account for the speclfic effects of distinct technologiesw(Bruce. 1997. p.
293). 'Ihis is not technology as a h&g

factor Ln the construction of

identities and cultures. but technoloa as a thlng unto itself. outside of
sodety and the messiness of interpretatlon and întersection. It draws on the

objective stance of the sdentlftc method by separating the techn010gld
abject h m the arena in whkh it operates. and considering only those
technological effects which are empirically visible. In doing so. it obstructs
apprehension of the possibfflty of mutual constituency of culture and
technology. and leaves the shaping of knowledge out of the picture entlrely.
as though meaning were either predetermined or a matter of choice. Such a
construction can make any one partner in the intersection of culture.
knowledge. subjectivities. and technologies all powemil. negating the
processes of interpellation and the mutual meaning-making of
techknowledge.

It is in that very mutuality. however. that 1 premise my own understanding
of how technologies bring forth worlds. And one of the key factors in my
interpretatlon of that mutuality is also foregrounded by Bruce's work: his
focus on literacy technologies and on technology as part of ail literacy
practice. In his model. technologies are the ways literacy is e~pwessed As
he puts it. Technologies parttdpate Intimately in the construction of all

literacy practices. lhey are not separate h m turts and meaning making.
but rather are part of how we enact texts and make meanîng. We make

texts materlai through technologîes of papyrus. paper. challrboard. or
electronic screenw(Bruce. 1997. p. 300). Bruce's conception of Uteracy
appears to be llmited to the confines of the conventional alphabetlc literacy
of madlng and writîng print text. but is premised on an understanding of
literacy as the practice of meaning-making. thus allowlng for multiple
'iiteracies" reaSized through dinerent technologies and types of texts. When
1 apply this concept to my own exploration of technology. knowledge. and

culture. 1 take it to suggest that literate practices are connections between
technologies and social relations: that these practlces represent. at least in
part. the how of technology's brlnglng forth worlds.

Any concept of knowledge impiies knowledge of a community of some sort.
As a result. knowledge can only be expressed through literacy in the

communications technologies of given cultural contexts. and made sense of
only through these literacies or literate practices. Technology is therefom
always a part of the process of literate practice. though on& In

contemporary discourse do the two t e m s seem to have taken on a
c o ~ e c t e d- if extremely limiteci - meaning. As Lankshear and Knobel
posit. Talk of technologlcal literacies seems to arîse from the fact that the
technologies integral to conventional or 'no&

Uteracy practices have

become 'invisible.' as a result of their aiways havlng 'ben there*in our
practice (Lankshear and Knobel. 1997. p. 139).

and literate practices are useâ to înteract with

,

technologies in order to shape and thune knowledge. Uteracy is at the
centre of my conceptual techknowledge intersection: the literate practices

used to interact with communications technologies are part of the
power/âiscourse matrices of subjectivity and communication. and they
constitute. shape. and regdate knowledge as they are useci. and by the ways
they are used. I t is through Uteracies and shifts in Uterate practices that
new realities and new ways of knowlng take hold in a culture. Uterate

practices allow people to make meaning out of technologies. within culturai
or community contexts. whlk also changing those same contexts when

techn010gies and practices change.

link - pedagogies

Wferarchyis a llluslon generated by ~ J t r e dobserwrw(Hazel Henderson In

Bauer and McKînstry. 1991. p. 42).

If knowledge 1s cultural. expresseci through the llterate practices of

technologlcal convention. then techknowledge -the place where these
factors corne together to make meaning - 1s a pedagogical concept.
Jennifer Gore asserts that ali human sciences are inherentiy pedagogical
(Gom. 1993. p. 124). and thls thesis exploration of knowledge. technologies.
and culture Is in rnany ways the illegitimate offsprlng of a varlety of human

science dlsdpllnes: philosophy. socfology. lingulstks. and education among
them. Pedagogy. in this context. 1s a process of knowledge production and

the praduction of subjectivlUes. and these productive processes are both the

aîm and the focus of my exploration of the techknowledge construct.

Pedagogy. like knowledge. 1s made tanglble through dlscourse and practice.
and 1s located in particular ontologlcal and eplstemological positions. It

represents engagement wlth partlcular foxms of meaning. as Roger Simon
explains: -Asa mode of organîzing and regulating symbolic production
practices. pedagogy attempts ta influence the way meanings are absorkd.
recognizeà. understood. accepteci, conflrmed. and connected. as well as

chdenged. distorted. taken hrther. or dismlssed" (Simon, 1992. p. 59).
n i u s any conception of knowledge and meaning-making has pedagogtcal

implications: a place from which the knower speaks and attempts to
Muence others' knowledges and subjecttvities.

This whole thesis. then. eidsts wlthin a pedagoglcal framework. concerned

with issues of human leaming and understanâing and cultural

transformation. My most overt pedagogical intention in the project is to take
up truth clahns -particularîy those concemeci with singular.
decontextuallzed concepts of tnith - and to explore them in terms of
techknowledge locatedness. niis will allow me. I hope. to constmct a
picture of possibîîity for the emerging techknowledge of the digital era. and
to position those possibfflties in terms of their relationships
c o ~ e c t i o nand divergence

- both of

- to more traditional ways of knowlng.

1 do not. as stated elsewhere in the text. approach thls pmject h m a

position of neutrality: 1 chose Henderson's quote on hierarchy to head this
link sectlon because her assertion outhes my own pedago@calposition
with clarity. From my constructivist and postmodern perspectives.

locatedness permeates ail perceptions. and the 'hed obsemf Henderson
nfers to - the subjecthrity of permanent stability and objectMty

- 1s an

untenable location. Yet only from the subjecthre and privileged viewpoint of

a Bxed obsenrer can hierarchy appear as the natuml and actual entity ls has
been relfled into in modemist (and much of pre-modemlst) discourse. It is
subjectiv!ties. and the discourses and literate practices out of which
subjective meanings are constructeci. through whlch Mstorical Merarchies

have been enacted and dlscursively stabiiized:through whfch knowledge of
Merarchies has corne to be known and lived.

The injury and damage 1 associate with hierarchies lies in the power they
have been granted through the techknowledge intersection. wherein
particular constructions are taken up as knowledge and fact. This ls the
productive power referend to Simon in the opening chapter power that
regulates possibllity. Gussied up in factual clothing. hiexarchies of human
subjectMty have regulated and consmecl the opportunities. identlties.
and practfces avallable to people over many centuries. and enectively erased
the voices of various groups in parllcular contexts. As beli hooks asserts.
this erasure has fostered racism. stereotyping. rebelllon, and longing:

'Specifically in relation to the postmodemist deconstmction of 'master'
narrathes. the yeamlng that wells ln the hearts and mhds of those whom

such narratives have silenceci ls the longhg for critical volce" (hooks. 1994.
p. 3). 1 am interesteci ln explorlng the possibilitles for new forms of
productive power in that longing for critical voice. 1 am interested in whether
society can take advantage of the ruptures threatened by postmodemlty and

digital cuîture. and can use these spaces of upheaval for Intentional change.
for the brealdng down of the rlgid categorizations and Bxed depictions of
subJectivltythat have made hierarchy so powerfùl.

This thesls is a pedagogîcai pmject. then. aimed not only at postulathg
broad possibilities for sociotechnd SMin the 2 1" century. but at

deconstructlng societal notions of hierarchy and exploring alternative
constructions of subjectlvity and practice wlthin the context suggested by

digital conventions. In the Bauer and McKinistry article whlch Hendemn's
quote is drawn h m .the authors go on to define an altemate conception of
positioning and locatedness: that of heterarchy. or '[S]ubset pluraiity within

a system Without dominant/subordinate ranklng^ (Bauer and McKinstry.
1991. p. 42). Whiie heterarchy admitteàly seems almost inconceivable @en

the duallsms and knowledges that stül d o m a t e discourse in popular
culture. a new techknowledge is looming. and thus new knowledge

production. and new discourse. 1s - at least h m a pedagogical point of
view

- possible.

One of the goals of thls thesis is to envision how Lt rnlght

operate. and what it might look like. in a digital age.

4. Technological Change and Knowledge Shifts

Broad cultural shiAs in the meanlngs and uses and avallabiütîes of

technologies and concepts do rnake new things conceivable for socleties.
nirough windmiüs and through nuckar fission. humans have created new
ways of generating enegy. and new ways of relating to energy and to the

earth and Its potentlal. nirough clocks and the industrial factorfiaUon of
Westem culture. we constructed new concepts of time. labour. and work
ethic. and new subJectMtlesbased in the veneratlon of those concepts.
Through the automobile. we made suburbs possible and thus a l t e d the
shape and space of lives in the 20* and 2 11centuries. Through wrlüng and
alphabetic iiteracy. we gave rise to new ways of relating to each other across

Ume. and new ways of represenüng our subjectivities and Our ideas.

In thls chapter. 1 want to explore and anaiyze ways in which these last
techknowledge sNAs in communication and reprrsentation helped shape

and change the socleties in whkh they occurred. as weil as the inheritances
contemporary culture has d r m from those eras. The current popular
wlsdom asserts that Westem culture

-and thus. arguably. the globe -1s

undergoing an information revolution. While 111 examine the dlgltai
revolution and postmodemlty in more detail in section six of the text. 1 will
venture at thls point that historical s h i h in dominant communications
technologies have ais0 constituted Motmation mrolutions. though they
have seldom been cakd by that name. Writing superceded oral traditions
and technologies. and the prinüng press superceded manuscript wrlting

Knowledge conceptions and culture impacted and were likewîse impacted
upon by these changes.

My intention hem is not to try to establlsh unhrersals of technological and

cultural change. but rather to examine how and why people in dinerent
societies knew specificaiiy dlnerent things. and how parücular
techknowledges of the past sW have resonance in the intersection of
meaning-making today. In choosing this path of focus. 1 wfll be i m p i n g
elements of closure on the exploration and creatlng a more llnear and
teleological version of events than is in any way natural. 1 have some
âiscomlort with the way in which this may appear to position my work in a
more positivist vein: to contradict my artlculated intentions to positlon the
thesis within the constnicüvist and postmodem traditions. m e r ail. Lt 1s in
reference to positivîst research that Usher points out that '[KlnowIedge in
the form of predictive generalizatfons requires a closure which ltself
presupposes a determinate orderly maiw(Scott and Usher, 1996. p. 28-29).
But it is predsely because of the absence -withln my epistemologies of
choice -of an orderly real. or a transparently accessible history. that 1 pîck
and chaose circumstances for exploration and initiate the closure process to

which Usher refers. Predictive generalizations are not my goal. My goal.
instead. is to fflustrate moments of techknowledge shift and the processes
by which they are understood to have occumd. 1 select two Western
'seminal moments" to enact this fflustration not because they are

n e w s d y the best or most 'natural" choices. but because the& status in

Westem history means that information is reaâiiy available about them.
And in order to fùlflll my fflustrative and exploratlve intention, 1 engage in

the imposition of closure: 1 beiieve that men canonized. s t a b i k d

constmctions of history can be edifying as snapshots of culture and context.
as long as the wents they present are understood to be mer a partial

presentation.

In canylng out my exploration of wrlting and prlnt*sincursion into the
popular constmct of Westem civiirzation. 1 rely heavily on the constmctivist
methodology of partial and positloned interpretation. 1 recognize that I
cannot claim to see hlstorlcal events through the same lenses of perspective
as they were seen and understood in the&own Ume. but 1 can - wlth
careful scholarshlp and an emphasls on recorded cultural practices of the

context - attempt to ground my analysls in an appredation of the
ontologies and M e s avaiiable during the eras of techknowledge shift being
explored. 1 cannot. howwer. claim verifiable knowledge of what the
worldview of an era was. because my perspective on it is so laden wlth
centuries of expectations and Mstorlcization. especially in the case of events
considered as foundational as the 'advent" of writing and print. My aim is
to work with the historical accounts of techknowledge SM.
however partial
1 accept them to be. and thmugh interpretation. to posit some sense of how

knowledge. techknowledge. and Uterate practice were constituted in the era

king aplored. how they changed as communication changed. and how
contemporary culture mght draw h m their ucperience.

However. an appredation of the reallties of the p t is not always easy to
achiwe, as a clever little 'IV program d e d 'Hlstory Biteswpointed out to me
recentiy. The program. in mnstructing a mock-historical examination of

Europe and its technologies during the mid-flfteenth century. used
contemporary meàia conventions to outiine the workMew of the era. In a
short sequence set up as a radio d l - i n program. a 'peasantwcalled in to
discuss her purchase of that bewlldering new time-measwing invention. the

clock. Her question? Where exact@ was the Ume she was supposed to be
measuring with sald clock? (History Channel, June 19, 2000). This example

- facetious a s it is - draws attention to the cumnt ubiquity of what was
once an abstract. foreign concept. and fflustrates the dramatic SMin the
constitution of reality that has occurred in the Western world over the lest
five centuries.

Not onïy has reality changed. but subjectivtty. tao: our cultural and

individual discursive understandings of ourselves. 1 believe that
technologies. through the Uterate practices needed to apprehend and make
use of them, impact and shape subjectivities

-we cail ourselves readers.

. cany
drivers. musicians. technogeeks. depending on our ~ a t i o n sand
those badges of literacy as central components of identity and cultural

practce. We define ourselves. at least in part. by technologies. And as
technologies change and literate practices and discourses sh& so must
subjectivities

-we rewrite who we are and becorne capable of new thlngs

under dinerent constructions of techknowledge. This is not necessarily a

simple or tidy process: Roger Simon calls the discursive construction of
subjectivity an 'W]nending process taking place. in o b n contradictory
ways. Ln a multiplicity of sites and relaUonsœ(Simon. 1992. p. 59). And not

al1 of the technologid ïiteracies on whidi subjectivltles get based are even

evident to us: the example of time. on the History Bites pmgram. points out
that even things we now consider entirely naturai were likeiy once strange.
rnystiijrhg. and artiftcial. This naturalizing occurs through discourse. whkh
1s drawn h

m soda1 context and the known. and as part of regdation and

literate practice is therefore tied to technologies and is an integral factor in
the construction of techknowledge.

Accordlng to the teleology that we cail Westem history. the h t tnily
dominant communications technology. in the tradition posited by Simon in
chapter 2. was oraiity. and the ffrst significant shiA of technologid
dominances was the conversion h m the spoken word to alphabetlc wriüng
during the heyday of the Greek city states. around 300 BCE. 1 imagine
there were s M s in the uses and structures of orallty al1 through its long

pre-history. and pamllel transitions to writing. among the Sumerians or the
Egyptians or the Chinese or innumerable other societies, but the Greeks are
the ones who have been granted Our attention. cultwaily speaking. over the
past few hundred years. and thus the ones whose techknowledge shift. and
reactions to it, are inscribeci on the narratives of Westem clvilfiation and
available for study.

I t is Socrates. of the famous Greek trinity of himself. Plato. and Aristotle.

who is usually placed at the centre of neo-classicalexegeses of the i n m i o n
of writing into ancient Greece. It is odd. reaJiy. for an indMdual to figwe so
prominently in a discussion of cultural pmcess. but such is the impact of
Western culture's romance wlth cuits of personalfty. on top of its alrnost
three-hundred year-old habit of grounding itself in and jusllfylng itself
through the 'classics." Since the actual volume of literature survivîng from
classicai perlods is s h . those figures that do populate the Uterature are
granted exceptional power. In the case of Socrates and the technology of the
alphabet. this prominence is both fittlng and Ironie.

Socrates was an avowed dialectician who considered the written word mute,

Mexible. and unable to distinguish ktween sultable and unsuitable
readen (O'Domeli. 1998. p. 2 1). For him. valuable knowledge was
apparentiy that whlch was created in the techknowledge intersection of
orality. specifically dlalectic orality: the techknowledge he himself had
Lnnuenced because of hls authoritative position in the academic and
philosophical circles of Athens. in ancient Greece -or the andent Greece
knowable today

- Socrates, and. atter him. Plato. were vehement and

passionate defenders of the cUalectlc method of speech and argumentation.
which was based in diaiogue. logic. and rationalism. and beliwed to k the
path to truth (Pirsig. 1974. p. 331). This systematic process of cross-

examination in pursuit of tmth represented both a technology. in the sense
of a tool airned at a speclsc end. and a techknowledge. a culturally spedec

intersection through which meaning and status

- in this case not only of

tmth but perhaps of Socrates himseif -were created and supportecl. He

raiîed passionately against "lMlaldngtruth the helpless object of men's illwUi by committing it to wrlting" (0'DonneI.i. 1998. p. 2 1): against

abandonhg the dialectic process of face-to-face communication and the
resulting illumination of that mbbing together of minds. In defense of his
own techknowledge. Socrates appears to have k e n a scathing critic of all

other technologles of communication In his era: Ms primary focus of attack
was actuaily not wrlüng. but rather rhetoric. which he positioned in a

duaUstic relationship wlth dlaiectic and =nt apart h m then. Some of his
most powerfùl critiques of rhetoric. though - that it constituted
manipulation and a pandering appeal to emotion rather than tmth (PMg.

- he llkewise applied to writing. positioning both systems of

1974. p. 333)

communication as interior to dialectic because of the "mutenessaof their
audiences (OPonnell. 1998. p. 20).

Socrates*techknowledge would have Involved literate practices of
questioning and anaiysls. withln a frarne in which objective truth was a
posslbiiity. and the virtuous goal. His rejection of wrfüng appears to have

stemmed not only h m hls own dogmatlc defense of Ms own position. but

h m M s assodation of writîng with rhetoric because of the non-dlaloglc
structure of both. For Socrates. lt appears. dialectic uias tmth. and truth as
absolute. independent of interpretation. As Robert Pirsig explains in Zen

and tite Art of Motorcyde

'Early Greek philosophy represented

the Brst consdous search for what was imperlshable in the affairs of men

(sW4 Up to then that was within the domain of the Gods, the mythsw(Pirsig.
1974. p. 336). And this notion of truth as Uie imrnortal principle. made

tangible thrwgh dialectic. was still a fragile entity in Socrates*day. part of a
tense political stniggle for ideological dominance. Dlalectic truth was set. in
proper dlalectic duaiism. against rhetorlc and the Sophists*prevaiHng
concept of arete, or good: a more relatMst position whose maxim ran dong
the lines of 'humanity is the measure of aii thlngs.' Although the poiiücs of
the stmggle took Socrates' Me. within generations hls concept of objective
tmth as the ulümate goal had prevaiied. subsumlng 'the gad" as a mere

flxed idea. and granting Socrates and his âialectic a semblance of

immortality.

To my mlnd. there are two outstandlng ironies in Socrates' critiques of
writing. First. Plato and other contemporaries either wrote his dialogues
and rants against writing down. or - as is more likely and even suggested

-

by Mstotle (Pirsig, 1974. p. 335) remnstnicted them for the page.

Through this act of writing an image of Socrates and hfs phiiosophles was
preserved: one upon whlch subseguent cultures drew and modeled
themselves. Thanks to fluke and neo-Classicism, two millenia later this
iconic image of Socrates and truth SUIprovides fodder for discussion -an
eventuaiity Socrates likely never entertalned. To him that span of time in
human tenns rnust have seemed inconceivable, since he would have had no
way of crossing it in the sense that we do4 It is wrîtten words. trappecl in

translation over many centuries. that d o w us to make partial connections
to a world that is now ashes and archaelogy.

n i e second irony is the p a t e r for me. and the more closely related to my
focus on techknowledge. Socrates krated writing presumably for its
divergence from the dlalectic method. for its threat to the 'truthn and
dominance of that method, and for its surface connections to rhetoric. And
yet*while the dialectic methoù - though Muential in many branches of
phiiosophy and science - is not known to have becorne a dominant
communications technology in successive cultures, canying the banner of
objective tnith. writing in many ways and in many places c m e d out the
same end. Writlng has been taken up. ikequently throughout its history. as
a technology capable of teiling truth: of representing the world as it k.fke

fkom value judgements.

It is writing as techknowledge. predominantiy. not writing in and of itself.
outside of cultural contexts, to which this reinforcement of Socratic extemal
tmth can be attributed. Western culture*^ eartlest phllosophical texts and

heroes are those of Gr-.

and Greeœ in an era shorüy after Socrates.

when tmth had been accepted. rationalized, and relfled into a place of
dominance in the epistemology of that sodety. When later sodeties looked
to this perceived Golden Age for wisdom. the wisdom they were able to
access was bund up in the techknowledge intersectton of authorial writing

and absolute truth: in the conventional wlsdom. iîterally. of a community

whose Ideology was based in the 'cornmon knowledge' of tsuth as extemal

and discowrable. 'Ihus the Uterate practices that developed aromd writlng
led to it king taken up. powerfidly. as a tool of tmth. to texts king read as

paths to truth, wlth meaning containeci inherently in them. rather than in
transaction between reader, author, and culture. niis was reinforcecl in the

Roman and early CMstian cultures by the relative scardty of texts. and by
the reîi@ousnature or the high cultural status of many that dld udst. As
Purves points out. 'mhe position relating the text to the world was most
vodferously held in those periods when there were relatively few texts as
compareci to the present time when the number of texts In the world
probably matches the number of molecules of water in a good-slzed lake"
( m e s . 1990, p. 46). The sanctioned wrîtings of the 'peoples of the bookw

-Jews. and then Christlans and M u s b s -were taken up within those
communîties as the Word of God. and the surviving wrltings of the Greek
andents were seized upon by the Grecophllic Romans as equally singular

truths, if not of Gods, then of honoured chosen ancestors. knowers of trutb.

n i e concept of tmth as something beyond humanity and human
interpretaüon has k e n . Socrates would be pleased to learn. a continuing
tenet of Western dvilization. taldng the guise of religious authorlty for many
centuries. and underpinning the whole of science and reason. right h m the
moment of their Aristotlean origins. And the conventlon of writing that
allows ideas to k fixed in print for hiture examination seems likely to have

been a conmbutlng factor in that ofigîn: b i g fflustrates how Arlstotie took

Platonic and Socratlc notions of truth. cap-

in writing. and

subcategorizeâ the world with the metaphoric M e of âialectic.

.

Under Aristotle the 'Reader*..forms and substances dominate

aü. The Cwd is a relative& minor branch of knowledge calied
ethics: reason. loglc. knowledge am his primary concems. Arete
is dead and science. loglc and the University as we know it toâay
have been aven their founding charter: to Bnd and invent an
endless proMeration of forms about the substantive elements of

the world and cal1 these forms knowledge. and transmit these
forms to future generations as 'the system.' (Pirsig*1974. p. 344)
Arguably. the sortlng and listing - and the reduction of much of philosophy
to sorüng and listing - for whlch Aristotle is known would have been
considerably less feasible wlthout some technoloe for holding ideas
accurately and placidiy in place. The intersection of writing and the
knowledge and culture of hts Ume aiîowed Aristotle to cnate processes and
systems

- specfflc techknowledges - that were not conceivable before.

He

then wrote down his catalogues of fonns and substances with their
overarchfng principle of extemai truth: centuries later they were ceviveci by a
world looking for an authority other than the church and tradition. and

modem. empirical science. wlth its foundations in extemal objectMty, was
bom.

As mentfoned. this concept of tmth residing in the page is not inherent to
the conventions of writing. though the distance between speaker and reader

and the muteness Socrates criticized do contribute to the potentlal for

passive ma-.

1 would argue. however. that such practices are l e a d .

and that passive reading is more the product of practices based in the
comrnon knowledge of authorid tmth than in any particular convention of

writing itseIf. In other words. in the techknowledge intersections of writing
and pst-Socratian cultures. the beiief in absolutes - be they godheads or
the immortal principal of truth

- tended to be so powemil that writing

could not effectively undermine Lt. Writing is not innately a supporter of
monologic truth. but t could. given its conventions. be used to that end.
Most communications technologles have some flexibtlity of use buut in:
Plato's Gorgias dialogue makes it evident that dialectic. just as much as
rhetoric or wrîüng. can be used for the purposes of manlpulauon for whlch
Socrates damns the other two (Pîrsig. 1974. p. 333). It is the cultural
context. and the mutual constitution of knowledge wîthin that context.
which shapes how technologies will be taken up and the Uterate practices
that will dwelop around them. As the context changes. so do the practices.
James O'Domefl points out that despite the tendency of cultures
throughout history to respond to writing a s something extemal. as
contemporary culture moves further away fkom its longstanding veneration
of universai tmth concepts and objectlvity. our literacy practices shift dong
with the shift in techknowledge:

mhe practice of the written word gradually shllts the locus of
truth h m the individual to the page. No longer is evaluauon based
on the reliabtllty of the speaker. but on extemal manipulation of
words on a page. Tnith is independent of the speaker and in that
way extemai to human beings. It becomes objective and powemil.

We are more skeptical today than people were a hundred years

ago about the ways human beings can manipulate textual tnith
to the& advantage. and we must acknowleâge that texhial truth.
on the other hand. has made possible much of what 1s distinctive
about OUT society. The advance of science as a coilaborative acthrity
depends on that extemal tmth king open to inspection and
reflnement. (OPomell. p. 140)
1 am not advocating or celebrating the concepts of tmth and objectlvity. but

grounding them. culhirally. in the iiterate practices derived h m specac
techknowledge intersections. From my constructivlst standpoint. Socrates*
denunciatlon of writing in the name of tmth - and the irony of the wenhial
outcome

-would suggest that techknowledge is not a controiiable entlty.

that it is powefil but cornplex. and that it does not always emerge as
deslred or expected.

How did the adoption of writing impact andent Greece? In the artifactual
sense. the alphabet presumably kcame a part of the landscape of Me. or at
least of privileged lives. within the dty-states of ancient Green and the
succeeding empire of Alexander: inscriptions on edi8ces h m those eras
remah visible today. Uteracy became a way of organïzing knowledge and
cataloguing new knowledge. unUl- owr centuries - Lt kcame what it
meant to know. and to educate. But in d l . it was the knowledge forms the pructfces -that changed most signlficantly. People began to use writing
not just for Usts but for communfcation. The boundarles of üme and even
death became more permeable. and a new. more prosaic mode1 of

immortaîity becarne concelvable: not the immortality of the gds. but of the
author. Face-to-face conversation and dialectic did not disappear, but
rather shifted into different contexts*as new practices robbed them of the&
social prominenœ.

With the new technology. memory became a dinennt. mon exacting. entîty.

The tradition of oral recitation whkh preserved narrative but was always
fluid in content. deleting or embeilishing accordhg to audience and to
LndMdual speaker. gave way both to the textual. canonical versions of the
niad and the Odyssey and to the documented detailhg of Arlstotle. Thls

alteration of the acts of remembering would have been a parüculariy
signiflcant redesignation within techknowledge: it implies a drarnatic SMin
the whole concept of what memory is and what it can be asked to do.

Memory carries a culture's concept of what ft is. its sense of contlnuity
(o'Dome& 1998. p. 91). so the transition to rellance on text for

remembering would have changed not only the Uterate practices of the
ancients. but their understandings of such practlces and of their culture
itselt nie iconic Ubrary at Alexandria represents. two-fold. thls shift in

memory and in cultural subjectMty: knowledge had come to be housed in
texteand culture had come to be something broad. kyond individual
communities.

Socrates still holds an almost totemlc place in Western culture. thanks to
the aforementioned mythologlzing and the wriüng hls students left behlnd.

but he lost his fight against the technoIo@ of the alphabet. probably even in
his own Metirne. As O'Domell points out. Socrates*idealization of dialogue

-as we have access to it -uses metaphors whlch suggest that wrlting was
already hegemonic in the discourse of his Ume:
Mce in the PhcPednis (276aand 278a) the authentic language of

dialoguels spoken of by metaphor as 'written on the sou1 of the
h e m ' Thus for Plato's Socrates. the written word 1s already so
much a constitutive part of language that he mnnot speak of or
Imagine the unwritten word except as not written. ..The advantages
Socrates imputes to dialogue emerge only when the cornparison
with writing is made. (OPonneii. 1998. p. 23)

This lnabillty to frame one's position against a partlcular technology - or
the techknowledge one understands it to represent - ouWde of the
construct of the technology itself points to how insldiously technologies
enter the discourses of cultures. and the&ways of knowing. The story of
Socrates reminds me of many wrîters and culture-makers today. poslting
dystopian visions of an information soclety based in. kequently. an
i d e h t i o n of past or current socletal conditions that become ideal only
when confmnted wlth the spectre of cyberculture. While 1 ln no way
discount the value and legitlmacy of caution Ln embraclng and uüilzlrlg
info~mationtechnologies. 1 thtnk it is important to acknowledge the fact that
cyberspace and biotechnology and thetr dlgltal kln. wlth their multlplicity of
potentials. are alreadg a part of the culturai context. and WUnot disappear
from the horizon. They are part of our discourses. part of how we
understand ourselves. and the impact they wiil have on techknowledge has

long begun. And the world before their existence -wlth its famlllar raclsm.
sudsm. eliüsm. etc.

-was hardly a Golden Age for many citizens.

1want to

remember that Socrates had an agenda in his diatribe against writing: an
ideology he wanted to see survive. at any cost. In any techknowledge SM.
particularly one in which a hegemonic communications technology is

chaiîenged by another, agendas will always be present. attempting in some
cases to preserve privilege and in others to embrace revolution. ahways
deflnlng and interpreting soda1 effects in tenns of specific values stmctures.

As culturai beings. we invest in our particular literate pracüces and
knowledges and conventions. and engage in pedagogical attempts to
influence the experïences and ideologles of others.

But I want to be wary of accepthg tirades against digital technologies at face
value. particularly when said criticism is centred around the dhrergence of
projected digital sodetles h m the natural order and unquestloned values of
the past and/or present. As Donna Haraway outhes in A Cyborg Manfesto.
dichotomies of the 'naturalwand the "simulated" can be broken down and
shown to be empty. by the very techknowledge digital technologies make
available. She explains: 'Hlgh tech culture challenges these duaiisms in

intriguing ways. It is not clear who makes and who is made in the relation
between humans and machines. It is not clear what is mind and what is

body in machines that resolve into coding practices" (Haraway. 1991. p.
313). W ' e the farniliar. duallstic world of one Socratlm extemai truth may

be considerabîy more conifortab1e to the maJorlty of contemporary people

than the mosaical. oppositional. blasphemic world of Haraway's cyborg. it

may be worthwhlle to examine the agendas of those who r d against the
l a t t a beyond the boundaries that discornfort and amdety would suggest.

Digital technology. like writing in Socrates' Une. has already becorne a part
of discourse. a part of the possible. and as Haraway suggests. may offer
contemporaiy sodety opportunities to reconflgure techknowledge according
to aitemate principles and practices. practices that have k e n demonized
perhaps largely because of the threat they represent.

I t is also important to keep in mtnd that what may seem threatening and

'foreign" to one generation or one era is frequently a matter of perspective.
Certainly. a world iimited to face-to-face fonns of communication would be

rather inadequate in tenns of supporting the literate practices and
discourses whlch mark contemporary culture. and 1 expect that few of us
would trade the moblllty and relatlvely equaiity of our era for M e in a Greek
city-state. however ideaiized they have been by neo-classicism. James
O'DonneU polnts out that many contempomy and vaiued practices wodd
be Lnconceivable if Socrates*diatribes against writing had been more

successîid: The Socratic idealization of one fom of communication is

unreallstic in many ways. if we d e p d on face-to-face communication.
then we condemn the larger social organizations on which we rely for
sustenance. Communication beyond limitations of space time - the great

benefit of the written word

- is denied usa (O'DomeU. 1998. p. 22).

Over the seventeen hundnd years fouowing Socrates*dialectic speechiSing.

writing did not take a dlrect path to dominance in the Westem world: its
popularity and importance within culture rose and feu. though the idea of
tmth extemai to perspective. whether ôound up in concepts of g d s or
objectMty. retained its prominence. When wrlting wis used. its purpose
was fkequently the glori8cation of that truth. so the techknowledge
possibllities that writing contributed to society over the centuries remained
largely grounded in acceptance of absolutism and the dlalectic duallsm of
the world. By the eighth centwy C.E.. the concept of extemal tmth had
become ensconced in the form of deity. and though 1 do not subscrlk to the
myth of the dark ages. much of what would later be redlscovered and

celebrated as 'the classics" feu into cultural disuse. As an Lncreasingly
powerîbl Catholic church gained control over large segments of the feudal
economy and its governance structures. wrlting -which had likewise
become a medium of the church

-came to represent knowledge ItseK in

the form of Roman Catholk doctrine and rltual. A monoculture of pawer
based on the Word of God held sway across Western Europe. And then

came Gutenberg's printing press. and the initiation of dramatic changes in
how society operateci and how it thought about knowledge.
The prtnthg press was arguabiy the Brst in the series of mechanical
communications technologies which have effectively made the world
'smallef over the last BM centuries. and its power inhered in Lts capadty to
reeonstitute charnels of communication and knowledge-sharing* The press

also Lntroduced speed into text creation. to whlch Levinson alludes: "The
impact of the printing press

- m i m e to the modem age - can k

attrlbuted to its king the BRt medium in history to extend more or less
equaiîy and powerhlly across both spce and time" (Levlnson. 1997. p. 49).
In Natterhg on the Nec W o m Poum. and Cyberspace, Dale Spender
detalis a Europe of 1450 wherein the church essentiaUy controUed
knowledge: theirs was the key to what was known. both literally. because
most documents were housed in the scriptorla of monasterles. and
ThAs independent.
figuratively. because the church represented W.
absolute God actuaiîy fit easiiy with the classical conception of tmth as
lmrnortal mciple. though there would have been Uttle consultation of the
classics during that era. But what was written. and in a monastic world.
sanctioned by church proces and pirotocoi. was taken up as tmth.
independent of hurnan bias or interference. And in the long tradition of
gatekeeping aliuded to in section two, the church kept a Ught rein on thls

tmth and people's access to it:
[Plrior to the advent of the printing press. the Church was able to
keep control of Lnfomiatlon in the hands of a very few. I t achieved
this partly by conductîng the business of the Church in Latin - a
language which no one spoke as theîr native tongue, and which
most people could not understand. LaUn became a sort of code
to wMch the Chwch held the key...In order to read the reiigious
manuscripts. you had to know Latin: and in order to leam Latin.
you had to enter the Church's education system...By such means
you were initiateci into the values and vlabLLIty of the Church.
(Spender. 1995. p. 2)

This was a system under which any challenge to the authority of the church
would have been drncult to efféct. since the techknowledge of the church
was near monoiithic. partidarly in the realms of fonnal communications

and leaming. It had power over both the spirltual and secular Maim of Me.

in the majorîty of places: there were no alternative institutions except that of
the monarchy

- and that. by nature. was closeci to the vast majority of

citizens. The techknowledge intersection of this Europe of the midde ages
would been constltuted by the labourious technology of manuscript prinüng.
by a knowledge structure wherein all that was knowable was believed to be
known (Spender. 1995. p. 2). and by a culture wherein Ille was higYr

stratifled. W W n this intersection, God was granted absdute knowledge
and near-absolute power. and any available subjectMty would have
emphashd the individual's primary place as that of a subject of God.

In approximately 1453C.E.. a German named Johannes Gutenberg

transformed a whe press into a functional prinüng press equipped with
movable type. and the prlnt era was eEectively brought înto being
(www.inventorsrnuseurn.~~mIh.in~htm.
July 8.2000). The concept of

prînt had not been inconcehrable before Gutenberg. and in fact his use of
movabk type was an adaptation on a much older Chinese system (ibid). but
his press is thought to have been the Brst in Europe to fùnction effectively

and make printing a nasonable enterprise. It was certainly a successfiil
enterprise. and within a very short period of tirne. printers and presses were
sprlnging up all over Europe (Spender. 1995. p. 4). These prlnters were. for

the most part. entrepreneurial folk who wouid have had more in common
wlth mecharircs and businesspeople than with clerics. and though the

content of almost al1 kmwn early print turts was rellglous, it was not all as
pious in its nature as the church rnlght have hopecl. While Gutenberg's
press was used to publish his famous e&on of the Bible, it was also used
nom its earlîest days to print indulgences, or tickets intended to absolve
the purchaser h m punishment or penance for sins committed

(www.hventorsmuseum.~~mf
Printing,htxq. July 8.2000). The existence of
printtng presses and printing businesses whose goal was economic rather
than spiritual soon had an impact on the types of texts in circulation: for the

first t h e in centuries. secular tracts. pamphlets. and books came into k i n g
and into the hands of citizens. The churchQs
monopoly on information
dissemination

-on knowledge -was broken: other ways of '[E]xplaining

the world. apart h m the religious version which represented the church as
ail-knowing and dl-powemil" (Spender. 1995. p. 3) had begun to take hold.

The church's monopoly on education was undermined by the secular
Lnfonnation and institutions made possible by the printing press. and as a
result. its power over the literate pracUces used to create knowledge also
began to slip. Texts began to be pubiished in the W g a r " spoken languages

of Europe rather than in Latin. thereby undermlning the doctrine-based
education system of the church and enabling people who wanted to
challenge the status quo to spread the&ideas. A Ge-

monk named

Martin Luther hamessed the capacity of the prlnting press to spread

information quickiy and in cornmon language so effectively that his 'Ninetyfive Thesesa fractured the church itself. commendng the Reformatlon
movement and even drawîng the ch&

into use of the prhting press to

defend itself. As Spender succinctly explains: The Church was caught in a
bind. It could ignore at its peril the leaîlets and posters which were
circulating so wtdely and whlch were so critical of its pracüces. Or it could
descend to the same wlgar level...so began the first poster war in Nstory.

The Church's critics leafleted the masses: and the Church tried to defend
itself in a medium that it despised and condemned. The m e r was the
printing press" (Spender. 1995. p. 4).

The printing press dso changed what it meant to create text. taking lt out of

the monastic confines of individual scholarship and pladng it within a new
structure of power grounded in economic principles. This redesignation of
text impacted the socletal image of knowledge. since the two had been so
thoroughly (ntertwlned. and made it something it had never overtly been
before: a commodity. a product with exchange value. Removed from the
hallowed domain of God, words and ideas and various wisdoms became
articles of trade. As Paul Levinson puts it: 'Knowledge has aiways been
power. as witness the role that monopoîies of knowledge among priests and
others have played throughout the millemia. But knowledge Brst became a
commodity in mass culture. to k baught. sold. traded. and otherwlse
exchanged. in the aftermath of the printing press. Today. cornputers have
quickened. expandeci. and otherwîse ampllfied this process into the

'information sodety' that we now inhabit' (Levinson. 1997. p. 34). Such
commodiflcation laid the foundation for man) of the prindples that inform
sacietal operations today. with our mernoirs and our eclucational packages

and our digital infollnation systems ali for sale. The techknowledge reconstitution that the printlng press initiated in the mlddle ages reconflgured
not only the content of knowledge. making it more secular and poiyphonous
than it had been under the church. but also the domaIn of knowing. making

knowledge property and the knower its possessor. This departure from the
medieval conception of the knower as the instrument of God opened the
door for the eventual development of fafniliar concepts such as intellectml
property, patents. and copyright.

This altemate constitution of knowledge also impacted concepts of
authorship. as the monastic tradition of copying the known was supercedeci
by the more contemporary role of uniter as creator of text. Spender notes in

her discussion of this transition:
It is interesting to note how what fs real in society changes over

thne. One day everything is known: a wrîter is a copylst. and
there's nothing wrong with copying the accumulateci wisdom of
the cornmunity. But not so long aitennrards. this is not how the
world works. The reality becomes one where werything is n ~ t
known. where there are new things to k discovered. invented.
and dreamt of. And a wrîter/copylst becomes an author, who
m a t e s these new possibiîities. Once work is valued for its
originality. copyîng must be discouraged. (Spender. 1995. p. 70)

This shift in the way LnteUectual work and knowledge wem valuecl meant

that the hegemonic ~ i g of
n the church over the Uterate practices of the
written woxù - and the regdation of subjectivitles - had ended.
Organhed religion surviveci. and in the case of the burgeonlng Rotestant

denominations. even flowend. gaining great Muence over particular
cornmunitles and regions of Europe. But the very splintering of the
monouth of CMstianity was representative of the diversity of discourse
made possible by the prlnllng press: wlth the secularization of rnass
communication. and the Wtiation of secuiar education pmgrams to afEord
literacy in that meàium. specac knowledge forms. or ideologles. couid no

longer dernand the absolute fidelity of entire socletles.

AU these changes were not taken Ughtly by those who had something to lose.
The church attempted to maintain its power by positionlng print. and

especiaüy the secular book. as immoral and dangerous. outside the sanction

of the church and. by proxy. Gode nie book symbolized an end to church
hegemony over techknowledge. but it was not the political danger to the
dominance of the church that was addressed in discourses of resistance to
this change. Rather the church emphasized the purported dangers of

embradng the new and unholy technology. positioning the& opposition in
moral terms:
Like the modem critics. the Church did not state its grievances in
tenns of self-interest. Rellgious dlgnitaries did not go about
complaining that the book was challenging the& m e r . reducing
their influence. and mmgïnalising their prokssional sWse Rather

the objections were all about the damage that was behg done
to the individual and the comrnunity...discipline wouid disappear.
brains muid go soft. honour and uprightness would be sapped
by ail thls salacious. violent. pexmissive literature. (Spender. 1995.
p. 48)

As Spender herself points out. these critidsms rlng familiar to any
contemporary ear acquainted with 2 1" century àiatribes against digital
media. which reify the practices being superceded by positioning new
practices as morally inferior. New practices also tend to be posltioned as
suspidously enjoyable and therefore presumably unhealthy and dlstracting.
as Spender adds: 'In another fascinating parallel wlth some of today's
crltlcisms of the new media. the Church condemned the way information
was king transformed lnto entertainment" (ibid). Even wlthln the new

secular forrns of print media that developed in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. the idea of books having dangerous power was
relnforced. In the early novel Don Qulrote. written 150 years after the
invention of print munay. 1997. p. 97). the protagonist casts aside the
noms of behavior of Ns parücular c u h r e to go Ulüng at the wlndmills he
h d s in narratives,and his folly has remained as famlllar a touchstone in

contemporary dismurse as the nwel itself.
In short. he so buried hlmself in hls books that he spent nlghts
reading from twillght tlll daybreak and the days f r m dawn tlll dark:
and so h m Uttle sleep and much reading. hls brain âried up and
he lost hls wits...so deeply did he steep hls imagination in the belîef
that ail the fancifiil stutr he read was true. that.. .Ih]e decldeci...to

tum knight e m t and travel through the world with home and
amour in search of advenhups. (Cewantesin Murray. 1997. p. 97)

Thus. Uils new version of the mai did not easiiy or automatically translate
into societal acceptance of new ways of knowlng. or into widespread
embrasure of reading and of diversity in knowledge daimo. Though the
printing press did make the creation of text and the dissemination of
inZormation into more grassroots-type enterprises than they had been under
the monastic system. prlnting nonetheless became entrenched as the
province of eiites: elites not of God, but of economics and the new class

structurrs that came into king durlng the social upheaval instltuted by
prînt. n i e gatekeeping of knowledge practiced by the church became
gatekeeping practiced by publfshers. based in the class values and practices
of - or desired by - those who owned the technology. Schoohg in

aiphabetlc lfteracy remainecl the province of relatively privileged social elites

-or the males of those elites - Ln most European countrles until the
nineteenth century (Spender. 1995. p. 52). and thus the majorîty of people
who lived in the Europe so dramatically dected by the printing press likeiy
never had the opportunity to read a book. let alone write one. 'Ihus writing.
despite its brlef democratic upsurge. retrenched in a new status quo. and
change came slowly. The techkwwledge SMS
initiated by mechanical print
were neither uniform or s

a they were actuallzed over centuries. as

alphabetic Hteracy slow& spread. and reading and literate practice. by the
nineteenth century. became considered sodetal goals (Spender. 1995. p. 46).

The authorlty that had k e n wideiy invested in God ôecame invested.

instead. in writing itself - and the wrlting of Westem culture came to be
u n d e r s t d as representative of that culture and its tmths.

Dale Spender posits: "The world changed when the primaxy information
medlum changed from manuscript to print. n i e story of creatîon. the
meaning of Me. the notions of good and evii - in 0th- words. the nature of
knowledge

-were transformed. as print swamped the population with new

ideas. and challenged old foms and explanationsW(Spender. 1995. p. 6).
Certainly the rise in alphabetic literacy and the parailel shifb in discourse
and subjec~vitiesthat occurred after the introduction of the prlnting press
dld represent a shift in knowledge and techknowledge. but 1 do rnake one

important distinction about the transformation of knowledge that Spender
attrlbutes to print. 1 argue that this transformation of the nature of
knowledge. while broad. fded to impact that one central element of
traditional Westem knowledge's cultural constitution: the reliance on
universal. objective tmth. The concept of absolute truth did shift in its
embodiment from Gad to science. eventually. in relation to the
techknowledge changes initiated by the prlnting press. but there was no
transformation of the absolutism itself. only its qualities. Thus the
technology which so impacted the conventions of writing. the conditions of
its production. and the issue of access to it. süli had lîttle effect

- in the

techknowledge intersections it recontlgured - on the cuitural attachment to

an o v e m g concept of extemal. Socratian tmth. Uterate practices of the

manuscript era and the print era shared the common bond of faîth in a

universai prindple. however dlnerently they conceiveci of it. and the famlliar
concept of authorship is still grounded in. and etymologically linked to. a
notion of tmth beyond human interpretation.

niere were moments - in hindsight these are always reaaUy avaiiable when things mîght have gone another way. As Janet Murray explalns in
Homlet on the Holodeck. early novels. including the sequel to Don -te.

played with the conventions of linear narrative and monologic voice.
emphasizing borders and constructions rather than the searnless

representations. apparently whole and received. which came to domlnate the
forms and conventions of print. Murray points out that '[Iln the elghteenth
century. Laurence Sterne wrote a self-deconstructing memoir called 7Hsbam
Shandy in whlch the narrator inserts black pages. numbers chapters as if

they had k e n rearranged, claims to have tom out certain pages. and sends

us back to reread certain chapters. In short. he does everything he can to
remind us of the physical fonn of the book we are reading" (Murray*1997. p.
104). There were opportunitles. then. for a techknowledge which allowed

for borders and multiple perspectives to emerge. but the intersection did not
take shape in that way. Print. in the maturîty of its high modemlst fom.
was preâominantiy a technology of iinear narrative and hidden construction:

a technology whose usage tended to reirirorce the culture's de*

held

behefs in order. classitlcatlon. and the immortal prlndple of truth. As wlth

the emergence of wrîting in classical ümes and under the early CMstian

church. the conventions of print developed in a cultural context in which
knowledge was tnith. inone fom or another. nius the technology was

taken up in such a way as to reinforce the cornmon knowledge which
dominated the era, and which made monologlc voice a more cornfortable
convenuon. But culture is a contlnuaüy fluid entity*and the intersections of
capacity and knowing shift. as do the conventions nflecting and reinfordng
dmerent eras. James O*DonneUsuggests that the foms of authorshîp and
narrative that constituted the hegemony of the printing press era are now
king subsumed in the gestalt of a new techknowledge and a new age:
The author is already an endangered species. and rightly so.
The notion that authoritathre discou~secornes Mth a single
monologic voice thrives on the written artifact. Both oral
discourse (before and beyond the written word) and the
networked conversations that already surround us suggest
that in the dialogue of conn(cting voices. a fuller representation
of the world may k found. The notion that reality itseif can
be reduced to a single mode1 universaiiy shared is at best a
u s e M fiction,at worst a hducination that wili tum out to
have been dependent on the wrîtten word for Its ubiquity and
power. (O'Donneli. 1998. p. 41)

5. Techknowledge and Discourse: Embeddedness

Techknowledge, constltuted in the culturai intersection of knowledge forms.
technologies. and subjectivities. is rnobiked through discourse and Uterate
practice. and changed when the contributing factors SMenough to result
in changes in discourse and practice. Techknowledge shifts have occurnd

t h u g h o u t history when dominant communications technologies have k e n
ousted or inalnged upon by new operations. and the intraduction of digital
technologles certaMy appears to represent such a dominance shift. But in
what ways is the new techknowledge of the digltal era reaUy Werent. or
new? if the Uterate practices that develop around ascendant technologies
tend to find ways of incorporating older practices, how are the emerglng
practices defining digital technologies based in prevlous traditions?

This thesis. with tts fiocus on the processes of meaning-making. is centred
around terms like 'knowledge." 'literacy,' and 'technology.' niey are words
that carry baggage in OUT culture: words wlth rwts in the Enlightenment
pmject. and wlth moàemist Lmpiications. even in this age of 't?formation
technology" and 'technology Uteracy.' n i e vexy use of adjectives as
qualifiers to distinguish emerglng uses of technology and literacy actually
points out the divergence of the newer terms h m the&powerfiil root

referents, and the resistance of the rcmt referents to semantic shifts. At the
same t h e . the adjectives reidorce the dominance of the root tenns' residual
ontologies: technology retains its mechanical and scientific and empirlcal
comotations, and literacy Its popular emphasis on print media and the

hlstory of technldsrn in educatlon. This hegemonic vislbuity of modemist
significations in contemporary dlscourse means that a host of long-standing
assumptions about nature and sodety and educatlon

-whether acceptecl.

rejected. or unnoticed - are brought into play when words îike 'technology."
'Hteracy." and "knowledgeaare used: the hlstories of the tenns foliow them.

and thus Lnform the way digital technologies are incorporated in those
discourses.

Concurrentiy. these interonnecteci hlstories someümes obscure one
another: 'Understanding about the essence of llteracy, that 1s. its soda1 and
cultural uses in specific contexts. is easfly sidetracked in discussions about
technologies. Uteracy artifacts - the alphabet. the pen. the book. the
computer - becorne metaphors for the diverse uses of Hteracy and its vague
promise of 'enllghtened progress'" m e r . 1998. p. 17). b n i c how
dphabetic Hteracy is seldom popularly recognîzeâ as a technology. even
though its technologkal artîfacts are often taken up as simple symbols for
the complex practices of literacy itself.

1 am aware of the paradox of grounding my analysls Ln concepts so laden

with the very œpollutedinheritance" 1 am tryliig to disrupt. and yet 1 would

venture that the use of terms that reference modenilsm to discuss digital
and postmodem ckcumstances appropriately captures the multiple

positioning of digital technologies ln contemporaxy consdousness. As
Arturo Escobar puts it. '[C)ybercuiture originates in a weîl-known social and

cultural matrix. that of modemity. men if it orients itself towards the
constitution of a new order
hy to understand

-which we m

o t fblly conceptualize but must

-thmugh the transformation of the space of possibilities

for communfcating. working and king"(Escobar, 2000. p. 57).

My argument is centred on the premise that technologies c m

-and do -

transform possibiiities for communicating. working. and being. by creating
the oppominity and the need for new literate practices. new Uteracies. which

are constituted withfn - and in turn help reconstitute - sociocultural
settings. But awareness of how spedec technologies are embedded into the
sociocultural matrix Ls important: their locatedness in discourse shapes the

transfoniauonal effects they are capable of having. I do not believe that the
technologies that make possible the "cybercultwe*that Escobar refers to are
n e c e s d y more transformational. or more powemil in their bringing forth
of worlds. than technologies of prevlous eras. though 1 would venture that
discourses and Merate practices are changing more rapidly today. But 1 do
believe that it is important to explore the connections between these cybertechnologies of the iilromation revolution and the philosophies and
discourses of previous eras. If I am to try to evaluate the potentiai of
cyberspace technologies for transformation and for bringlng forth worlds. 1

need to first dlstinguish what they bring to the techknowledge table: what
makes them unique and s p e d c . and what embeds them in dlscourses

already famillar.

Donna Haraway draws attention to the siflcance of this exploring of
locatedness: Technologies and scientiflc dlscou~escan be partlaMy
understood as formalizations, ie. as fkozen moments. of the fluid social
interactions constituting them. but they should also be viewed as
instruments for enforcing meaningsœ(Haraway. 1991. p. 164). Roger Simon
expands on this point by emphasizing the partlcularlty of locatedness and

what he d s 'discursive regimesw:

As a generic concept. 'technology' implies the spedflcation of a
mode of production; a way of organiang and regulating the
bringing forth into presence of somethlng previously without
presence. This means that 'technology' must always be understood
in its pluraiity. as variegated fields of different forms of
power/knowledge. In reference to any spedec technology we
must ask: how is thls technology consituted within particular
discursive regimes? How do these regîmes order the world into its
cornponents and relationshlps and estabUsh parücular knowledges
and truths so as to make specieable partlcular operations for
constitutlng that which is to be revealed? (Simon. 1992. p. 42)
In some ways. digital technologies are genuinely a 'brave new world." in the
Shakespearean rather than HUXIeyan sense of the term: a world for which
existhg dlscwsive regimes may k inadequate. For instance. in the digital
environment. texts and capacities and representations are all recreated each
Ume the spedflc technology -what we still tend to refer to as -the

machine."however pst-mechanical its operations may be - housing these
possibilities is tumed on. This perpetual recreation. as Sadie Plant points
out. '(Eldes orthodox conceptions of origînals and originaiity" (Plant. 2000.

p. 332). re-ordering the discursive regimes and howledges on which

fa*

cultural tmths are founded. and even chailenging societal concepts.

like that of the origin story. which have k e n traditionally taken up as
foundational to the culture's sense of itself. DOM^ Haraway takes the
concept one step fiirther, pointhg out that without originals. copies can no
longer be denigrated for their lack of authenticity: she posits.
'Mlcroelectronics is the technical basis of simulacra: that is. of copies

without originalsa (Haraway.1991. p. 165). This erosion of traditional ways
of understanding orîgins locates digital technologies

- at least parUally - in

uncharted territory. constitutes them as disünctly 'new" and diaerent h m
famiiiar mechanical technologies whose fom remains reassurlngly constant

and identifiable. no matter what their engagement. It also increases.

dramatically. human capabiiities for recording and representing information.
and for rnanipulallng such representations.

This intrease. howwer. can be consldered on a continuum. perceived as an

extension of the human capacity for recording and representing that began.
ostensibly. with cave paintings and other early communications technologies

and iiterate practices. What cykrtechnologies do. like the alphabet and the
telegraph and the photograph before them. is rnake possible and
increasingly etTident the transport of information over space and m e . In a
âigital world. this transport is almost instantaneous. and can comrey

images. prïnt. and sound simultaneously. This allows for the potentiai. and
much-touted. conflating of a whole host of household entertainment and

information technologies into one artifactual. consurnable 'machine." which
promises to arrive on the market within a relatlvely short number of years.
and to eventually make obsolete the dMsion of labour whlch has exlsted
among 20UIcentury household technologles. This promise of tangible SM

-even convergence - in the artif'actual use of technologies. combined with
the disünction between the ways that digital and mechanical technologies
operate. lends credence to assertions that an MonnaUon revolutlon is
undemy: that soclety is on the cusp of a massive and signiecant shift.

Paul Levinson takes up thls banner. all the wMe tradng an a

m Bnn Llne

between pre-digltal and digital technologles. when he writes:
[Slwings in media systems

- midpoints in the pendulum when

balances between older and newer forms obtain. before the new
cornes to unduly dominate the older -make for propitious
inteilectual times. With vantage points between two media. we
have unique opportunities to chart the effect of one upon the other.
to better trace thelr underlying structure. to more fully understand
their effect upon us. We stand at such a crossroads of digital and
analog/print Lnformation now. much as Socrates and Plato conversed
and wrote at a crucial intersection of oral and written modes.
(Levinson. 1997. p. 18)
My own focus on literate practices suggests to me that digital technologies
do rnake possible new ways of knowing and being in a culture. in terms of

their artlfactual operations and their technolow effects. and that Western and perhaps global

-culture is likeiy to undego ciramatic shlfts in

dlscourxs and practices as a result of the ways we take up these new

technologies. But 1 do not subscrlbe to kvinson's clear dMde or c~06sroads
metaphor. howwer inteiiectuaîly pmpitious t may be. E3eyond O'DonneWs
waming. quoted in the Brst chapter. against creaüng too clear a LLm

delineating befon and after. I aiso want to keep h mind that dlgital
technology is a product of capitallsm and of the problematic constmct of
Western socîety. both în tenns of its origîns and its economîc role. The
location of its particular techknowiedge intersection may be. in many ways.
entlreiy difFennt h m those which have corne before. but tt is aiso just as
equaîîy grounded in familiar tenltory. and it L misleading to cast it as a
brand-new player on the scene. 1 do believe that technologkaUy-embedded

Ilterades and literate practices change as technologies and the culturai and
ideologicai matrices of a context change. but 1 want to explore what sort of
ideologicd and literacy shms digital technology actually represents. If thls
project ls to examine Lays in which dlgital technologies enforce meanings
and discourses. 1 need to take up the contexts and dismurses Erom whkh

they have developed: the ways in wNch they brldge the famlllar and the

potentiaUy new.

1 want to remember that digital technologies. and the computer and the

Internet speclflcaily. were in theh first incarnations miîitary inventions.
mations of the Cold War and its politics of duallsm. natlonaiism. and
consumption. As Herbert Çchiller outhes in his M e d e Technology. and Uie
Mwket. the Interactfng Dynamic, American postwar budgets aïïocated

astronomical amounts of money to the sdence and technology sectors both

of the corporate world and academia. creating a sense of national power and
advantage. and such innovations as lasers. satellites. precision miasles. and
cornputer chips (Schiller. 1994. p. 34). Schlller posits: 'Out of thls
prollferallon of sdentiftc and technologIca1 projects of miîitary and corporate
parentage has also corne what is reassuringly called the 'information society'
in which we are now living. Yet the main benefidaries of the new
capabiîities in information production. transmission. and dissemination are.
not unexpectediy. those who were the main initiaüng agents of the Cold war
era - the transnational corporations. the intelligence. milîtaiy. and policing

agendes' (Schiller. 1994. p. 34-35). 1 do not want to suggest that digital
technology is merely an arm of man$pulationand control for cultural
institutions of power. but 1 do think it 1s important to keep in mind the fact
that the origins of the technology are deeply entwhied in the cultural
paranoia and suspicion of the Cold War context, and in rniiitary and
scienllfic circles wlth speciflc ideologlcal positions. The vast amounts of
idormation that digltal technologies c m store and process. the ubiquity of
digitally-encoded identiBcation. and the surveillance capabiiities of satellites
and micro-machlnery al1 make dystopian fantasies Uke O w l l ' s Big Bmther
technologically possible, if still unlikeiy. Thus. when tempted to wax
eloquent about the democratizing possibiîities of digitai technologies like the
Intemet - possibiîities that depend upon how the techknowledge reintersection of this in$ormation revolution plays out - 1 temper my
enthusiasm with the recognition that these technologles are thus far still

parücuiarly advantageous to those for whom they were createâ, and that
their grassroots potential is only ever likeiy to k part of a broder picture.

Digital technology's embeddedness in corporate culture and the realm of
economics also points clearly to its ties to its technologid precu~sorsof the
industrial and EnUghtenrnent eras. Whether capitaiism is viwed stüi in
ternis of the primacy of industrlal production and Mandst class stniggle. or
nom a more pst-modem perspective of Baudrillardian consumption

(Horrocks and Jevtic, 1996. p. 9). multi-national capital exchange still
figures powerNly in the contemporary cultural sphere and Worms
technologicai innovation. usage. and discourse.

As Langdon Winner discusses in Three Paradoxes of Uie InfonnanOn Age. our

cultural ideologies of technology are likewise süil very much based in
notions of progress: 'ITJhe belief that living conditions for the world's
population improve through scientiflc and technolo#d advance as applled
in economic development" (Wtnner. 1994. p. 191). Winner points out the

ubiquity of what he calls -the old creed"in the almost universal political
cornmitment to economic growth. despite evidenœ of environmental
devastation, the 1068 of jobs to automation, and the frenetic pace of
technology-saturated. late-capitaiist Uves (Winner. 1994. p. 191-194).
Technologies, in our contemporary context, are commodlties even before
they are invented. fkom the moment they enter the culturai imagination as
posslbilitles. And we as consumers are encourageci to desire. to

accumulate: to keep the system firnctioning and growing. This pattern. and
the emphasis on gmwth as pmgress. harks back to the industrlal era and to
the Enllghtenment. which 1s inescapabiy part of the cultural rnatrlx Ln which
new technology exists and on which it is even premised. In this time of
tangible cultural changes and Uteracy sh(ftscentred around accommodating
new technologies. parllcularly within the progress-saturated discourses of
educatfon. it can be chalienglng to keep the occurrence of change separate

from the constmct of progress. Allucquere R o m e Stone. in Memrfes of
Onmess. or he Machine Age Arrlwd and AU I Cot was Uits Lousy TshM

suggests that this may be one of the foremost challenges of re-envisioning
sodety, in terms of techknowledge and Uterate practices: '~]mmersedin our
age. it is our task to clearly separate pmgress

- that great foundational

myth of the mechanical age which is still an excuse for foullng our own nest

- from the dynamic. adaptive interplay of change wfiich 1s at the heart of
Mew(Stone. 1995. p. 3). Digital technologies make speed of operations and

communications relatively easy. in the c o n t a of a culture whose hlstorical
habit has been to code increasing speed as a sign of progress. 'Ihe
separation Stone speaks of 1s necessary ifwe are to avoid recreating the
pattern of envlronmental and human damage that our enchantment with
progress has thus far produced.

Digital technology's web of herltage and signillcance becornes increasingly
complex when one looks beyond its systemic and ideological associations to
its actual mode of operations. In its rnost p a d d o w n representation.

wdigital"nfers to blnary technology. based in a system of zeroes and ones.

and thus to an extent in the enclosed Ws or thata model so deepïy
inscribed on Western culture by Enllghtenment philosophy. However.
E-tenment

binaries. in the form of pairs of abstractable opposites like

black or white. male or female. man or nature. always impîied a cultural
prMleging of one of the partners over the other; a hierarchy within the
blnaqr pair. This hierarchy has buiwarked racist. patriarchal. imperlalist

pracüces in the p s t and into the present by provlding them wîth ideological
Justification. and thus nb'blnary^as a nferent is a rather loaded tenn.
particularly In academic and actMst circles. This is one area. though.
where 1 would posit that there is potentlal for new technologîes to offer us

new ways of thWdng about famlllar concepts. In digital binaries there Ls no
hierarchy: the zeros and the ones are equhralent partners. In thls sense.
then. digltal technology represents a slgnlflcant departure h m

- even a

rupturing of - the modemist ontology whfch 1s so deeply inscribeci on
culture and its pmducts. Whether. and how. thls ruptured conception of
the binaiy 1s taken up within society WUdetermine what potential digital
technologies can be said to hold for halling new. less hierarchical
subjectivlties and worlds. But as Sadie Plant outllms it. the possibility for
a new conception of the binary. heterarchical and fkeed h m âfalectic

duaîism. is evident within the very structure of dlgltal technologies:
-Digitkation sets zero fke to stand for nothing and make everything work.

The ones and zeros of machine code are not patriarchal binaries or

couterparts to each other: zero is not the other. but the very poasibfflty of
al1 the onesœ(Plant. 2000. p. 333).

We do nonetheless still use the binary code of digital technologles to
relnforce some of the ideological Merarchies of Eniightenment thought. at
thls point in tirne. Simon Penny. in VLrh<al Reclltty as the Completion of the

Enllghtenment mJect,outlines the locatedness of virtud reality 0

technology and rhetoric in Cartesian notions of space. rationality. and
mechanism. and in the mlnd-body duallsm that Descartes promoted and
helped entrench in Westem culture. Penny takes the position that w M e
"VR is technicaily advanced. Wte most cornputer graphics prmüces it is

philosophically retrogressive" (Penny. 1994. p. 231). sînce It emphasizes and
'[Bllithely reifies a mind/body split that is esseniiaily patriarchd and a
paradigm of viewing that is phalllc. coloniallzlng. and panoptic- (Penny.
1994. p. 238). Withîn VR the subject becornes. essentially. an eye. for the

body Ls left behind. represented only vfsuaiiy. This foregrounding of the eye.
of the visual. is common in Westem patriarchal hlstory. and has
implications: it ofien operates using a binary split of Ught and dark. with
light coded as masculine. whlte. and positive. and the 'naturalwopposites
coded accordingiy. This binary in tum is arguably the p d u c t of a cultural

phllosophy even older than the Enlightenment: CMstlanity. Penny points
out: The abhorrence of the body is inherent in CMstlan doctrine. and
CMstfanity has served as the basis for Westem phiiwphy unUl the last
century. Phiiosophical ideas such as the duaiity of Rene Descartes are

baseci in CMstran doctrine. William Gibson's cyberpunks proclaimeci that
'the body is meat.' but neglected to notice just how simllar their position was

to that of Saint Augustlne' (Pmny. 1994. p. 235).

Julian Dibbell iikewise suggests that the operations of digital technology

-

pst-mechanical and invisible to the eye - resonate culturally with premechanical associations of dchemy and the ewteric arts of Renaissance
Europe:

Anyone the least bit fatnlliar with the worldngs of the new era's
de8nlUve technology. the computer. knows that it operates on a
principle impracticably dlf18cult to distinguish h m the preEnlightenment prlndple of the maglc word: the comrnands you
type into a computer are a klnd of speech that doesn't sa much
communicate as make things happen. the same way puilhg a
trigger dœs. 'Ihey are incantations.. .and anyone at ail attuned
to the technosocial megatrends.. .knows that the logic of
incantations Ls penneating h s . (Dibbell in Dery. 1994. p. 256)
The instant operations made possible by electronics (and near mandatory by
consumerism)do frequenüy position technological artifacts as objects of
Incantation. ready to do duty at the ciick of a mouse. the typing of a code. or
the sound of a beep. but the c l a h itself points to a broader observation.

The discourses and literate practices of digital technologies often draw upon
practices and concepts - such as that of the genie. whose mechanisms are

invisible and cannot be empiricaUy obsenred. avdable for semice -which
have not possessed cultural capital in the West for cenMes. while at the

same time taking seemingly contradictoxy practices out of more recent eras
and bringing them all together undet the umbrella of a brand-new d a c t .

Militarism. cornmodification. pmgress. alchemy. duabm. patriarchy: 1 take

the position that recognizing the cultural inheritances evldenced in the
usages of digital technologies is foml in attemptîng to apprehend the roles
they are belng granted by society. and thus what they bring to the

contemporary techknowledge intersection. And. for me. each of the above
examples highllghts an aspect of the muddied. hybrid. and Nstorically
embedded cultural ontology attached to digital technology. and thus some of
the impiîcations it holds for those who look to it to bring forth worlds. What
is digital is in many ways new. and may aîîow sodety to do t h g s it has

never done before. to dwelop Ilterate practices and subfectivitiesit has never
known before. But to embrace thls mere potentlal for change as inevitable

pmgress. or to ignore the transformational limitations of technology
grounded in Enlightenment hierarchies is to appmach technology !kom a
naïve and detemhistic position. If technology is culturaily embedded. and
within the techknowledge constmct it cannot help but be. then that

embeddedness cannot be discounted, or -to use a visual reference overlooked. Whatwer it is that contemporary sockty makes of digital
technologies will be Lnauenced by the residue of thek embeddedness. and
the practices and discourses that such a residue carrles.

1 do not draw attention to the 'polluted inheritance" of digital technologies in

order to dlscount them, however, or even to discount the inheritance itself.
Despite my pedagoglcal investment in the postmodem deconstmction of
origîn storîes. 1 would venture that in the cultural sphere. every
phenornenon is made mnse of cliscurstveiy by way of inheritances. or
cultural hunes of experience and practice. And thus. every inheritance 1s tn
some way polluted. c o ~ e c t e dto human discourses of sensemaking and

pracüce and power. To attempt to negate the concept of inheritances

entirely. or to dogrnaticai& reject them as contaminateci. would suggest the
possibiîity of an objective ground zero: a re-origin. an unpoilutecl whole. 1
reject the ideal of that construction. following Judith Squires' admonluon
that it is '[Bletter to opt for the contradictions of everyday materlal Me,than
for the conirorts of divine resolution" (Squires. 2000. p. 367). My practice
instead is to trace Lnheritance in order to interpret locatedness: to examîne
the links between technologies and particular practices. and the meanings
regulated and enforced by the existence of those links.

This approach is not about denying polluted inherltance. then. but about

acknowledging and artlculating it. bringing it into the forehnt and maldng
it a topic for discussion. a basis for re-visioning of practice and discourse.
The ways of knowing that come d o m to us t h u g h our inheritances are
problernatlc: laden with assumptîons and erasures and violence. and fiamed
by an ontology that relnZorces 'isms" of race and gender and a host of other

mtegories and practices that work in opposition to the heterarchy of

plurality 1 advocate. Yet. as Donna Haaway points out. m n the poiluteci

inheritance of Western Mstory is not a monokithic entity. entirely without
legacies to draw from. and even we who look to reshape it are stiii - at least

in part -subjects of its pawer to reguiate identity:
Shaped as an insider and an outsider to the hegemonic powers
and discourses of my European and North American legacies. 1
remember that anti-Semitism and mîsogyny intensifhi in the
Renaissance and Sdentific Revolution of early modem Europe.
that racism and coloniaiism flourished in the travebg habits of
the cosmopoiitan Eniightenrnent. and that the intenslfled miseqr of
bfflions of men and women seems organically m t e d in the freedoms
of transnational capitalism and technosdence. But 1 also remember
the dreams and achievements of contingent fieedoms. situated
knowledges. and relief of sufiering that are inuctrlcable h m this
contaminateci triple historical heritage. ..My modest witness c a m t
ever be sirnply oppositlonal. (Haraway. 1997. p. 2-3)
Haraway draws attention to some of the aspects of the polluted inheritance
that may bear retention in contemporary culture: the germination of a
broad societal concept of equity, the growth of a secular world more
polyphonous than that of the medieval church. These ideas àid not result in
practices in any way resemblîng heterarchy. but an inheritance need oniy

be recognized. not necessarlly taken up as a guide for practice: inheritances
can serve as remindem. in fact. that practice is complex and parllal.

6. Digital Technologies and Postmodemity

One of the Rasons - aside h m my own epistemologicai and pedagoglcal
positlonings - that 1 draw widely on postmodern theory in the construction
of this thesis is the very time-locatedness of the postmodem era: the
development of digital technologies and cyberculture has occurred very rnuch
in parallel wlth postmodernity's rlse to Muence wîthin the academy and the

broader culture. I dont believe that these common circumstances
necessarily imply a common origin. or that digital technologies and
postmodem thought grew h m any single shared stem. 1 do. however.
believe that each is a proâuct of and a contributor to an emergtng. and
common. techknowledge: a shift in ways of knowlng that marks the gestalt of
the late ZOu, and early 2 1 s t centuries. In that techknowledge intersection of

ideas and arttractS. the digital and the postmodem have impacted each other
and shaped each other, and this convergence and cross-pollination will have

allowed each to contribute to the meanings ascribed to the other. Thus î t
seems relevant to explore the two in relatlon to each other: to examine
evidences of their intersection. and the implications of thls intersection for
the interpellation of new subjectiviUes and worlds. My interest is not Ln

determining a causal relationship between the two. but in tracing the paths

by wfiich each may have flected. and effected. the other. and thus impacted
contempomy culture.

Within the techknowledge constmct 1 have arüculated. the conventions of a
dominant technology will shape the Uterate pracüces of the society in which

the techn010gy is used. Digital iiterades are indeed an integral part of culture

in the p t m o d e m era. How are these llterate practices of &@ta1technology
and postmodem ideo10g)r related? Sheny Turkie. discussing reluctant

postmodem theorist Fredrlc Jameson. makes the suggestion that dlgital
technologies. and the hypertext capacities they have made avdable through
the emerging Intemet. are actually an embodiment of postmodernity:
representatives for the postmodem worldvkw. In this view. the literate
practices effective for dealhg wlth one would also be applicable to the other.
on a conceptual lewl. nirkle says. speaklng of Jarneson's work in the early

n i e turbine. smokestack. pipes. and conwyor belts of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries had b e n powemil
objects-to-think-with for imagîning the nature of industrial
modemity. They provlded images of mechanical rdationships
between body and mind. Ume and space. nie postmodem era
had no such objects. Jameson suggested that what was needed
was a new 'aesthetlc of cognitive mapplng.' a new way of spatial
t W g that would permit us at least to reglster the complexities
of Our world. A decade &er Jameson wrote hls essay. postmodemism has found its objects. (Turkle. 1995. p. 44-45)

If digital technologies. partlcularly in the&communications capacities and

in the ephemeral form of the Internet. are appropriate madels for
postmodemism. what connections -besides coterniinal existence in time
link the two? What iiterate practices are shared between them?

-

Accorâing to Peter McLaren. postmodemism - Like digital tedinology

-is

not something entlrely new. but rather something whfch makes possible the
new: 1' do not conceive of postmodemity as a 'total hlstorical rupture' that
constitutes the ideologlcai npresentation of late capitallsm. the
commodiacatlon of our decentered subjectlvltks. the Implosion of the
Merence between the image and the mal. or the collapse of ail
metanartatives. but rather as a sensibility or logk by which we appropriate.

in the contemporary context. cultuml practices into our own iives...our
'mattering maps no longer correspond to any available maps of meaning"
(McLaren. 1994. p. 18).

1 accept McLaren's assertion that postmodemism can be approached

prlmarily as a sensiblllty. an outlwk. rather than as an arnalgam of speclfic

events or occurrences, but 1 would venture that the concept of a "sensibiliw
implies a partlcular constmction of knowledge. and that it is that new
version of knowledge that is referenced in ternis Wre 'late capitaiismœand
'the collapse of metanatlatives." Postmodemtty. for me. 1s most accessible

when dehed in tems of what it I s not it 1s not an age of slmplistlc.
hkrarchical duaiisms. clean subject/object &vides. resolutlon of

contradictions into uniAed wholes. or tidy separations of nature and culture

(Haraway,1997. p. 42-43). It is
Foucault

- or is supposed to be. accordhg to

-a departure h m the ways of living. labouring. and languaging

that were hegemonic in the eras of the 'poliuted inherltancesœdlscusseû in
the pmvlous chapter. Whether or not these purporteci depemuPs have k e n

reahed is a hotly contested issue

-metananatives stlll hold a great deal of

popuiar power and traditional Merarchies appear to have broken do-

only

minimal@(Haraway. 1997. p. 42) -but 1would argue that the very
existence of the Mes of postmodernity has a diminishing effect on the p m r
of those universalizing prindpks: the postmodem pmvides alternative
knowledges to those which have previously been coded as natural and
unassailable.

As Haraway suggests. it is the instability foregrounded by ptrnodemity

that makes it evident as a state of being: 'If belief in the stable separation of
subjects and objects in the experimental way of Me was one of the deanlng
stigmata of modemlty. the implosion of subjects and objects in the entities
populaüng the world at the end of the second Milknnium - and the bmad

recognition of this implosion in both technical and popular cultures - are

stigmata of another historical con8gurationœ(Haraway. 1997. p. 42). 1 think
the instabiîity of this configuration may be at least in part the mot of
cultural anxiety about postmodemism. evidenced in McLaren's statement
about mattering maps no longer correspondhg to rnaps of meaning.
Certainly. new maps are being constmcted. but if they are to be postmodem

maps they will never be grounded in the solidit-- or fflusion of solidity

-

that metanarratives and established Merarchies provide. As yet. too. these
new 'maps of meaningœhave not achiwed gmat status or articulation in
popular discourse: they have not k e n taken up as dominant, accepted

emphasls on hybridity and lack of
techknowledge. Given postmodernism*~

emphasls on completion and d c a t i o n . the familiar ideological construct of
hegemony may not even be conceivable wlthin a postmodem way of
knowing.

n i e majority of Western clüzens may not be able to articulate a great deal
about postmodem theory. but I would venture that many of us are
nonetheless impacted by it. or by practices that reflect its tenets.
particulariy as we make use of digital technologies. Using hypertext
technologies and absorbing the capacities of instantaneous communication
and non-linear narrative that they operate upon h w s individuals into a

realm of postmodem-like possibfflty. whereln noms of identity. hlerarchy.
and narrative are dlsnipted. Donna Haraway calis cyberspace 'mhe spatlotemporai figure of postmodernîty and its regimes of flexible accumulation"

(Haraway. 1997. p. 100). Within the fluid. astnictural domain that is
cyberspace. indMduals are able to experiment with identities and

subjectivities in ways that are unavailable to most of the embodied world.
although

- as many researchers have documentecl - such freedom to play

does not mean that the hierarchies the embodied world has established
around race. gender. sema1 orientation. age. abledness and a host of other
identity manifestations do not cany over into Vli.tual communications
(Nakamura. Stratton). Nonetheless. cyberspace dœs open dwrs to a realm

of increasingly fluid and multiple identlty. and as Luke asserts. these
-M]etaphors of fluidity and permeability mnceptually match the multldimensionality of postmodem subJecMty" (Luke. 1996. p. 6).

The dlscourses currentiy used to conceptuaiize both cyberspace and
postmodemism have commonalities that position them both as altemative
Ln reference to the modernist ideal of the singular. sovereign. active. male

subject. In Laün. the word for womb is 'rnatrlxw (Plant. 2000. p. 333).and
the 'non-spacewof the maûix represents a departure h m the rlgidly d e h e d
Cartesian conceptions of space. presence. and absence. n i e
poststructurallst stressing of intertextuaiity (Haraway. 1997. p. 128)and
postmodemisrn*~
foregmundhg of multipiicity of locatedness - a s opposed
to singulaxlty of identity - can both be understood as extensions of this
same reconfiguratlon of space and subjectivity. and also a s emergent
representatives of a new techknowledge emphasis on process and
relatedness. This emphasis is paralleled by patterns of navigation and
leamhg in cyberspace: 'In the digitai envlronment. an understanding of the
reLations arnong ideas is as if not more important than mastery of the ideas

themselvesw(Luke. 1996. p. 10). Within the contradictions of
postmodemism or the uncharted connectivity of the cyberspace interface.
the advantage goes to the individual who can make meaning out of multiple

links and associations. and out of cornplex. fractureci pmcesses. 'Ihe
subjectivities that both digital technologies and postmodernity hall. or
interpellate. then. are not subjectivities of uni8cation. linear paths. or single.
driving goals. but subjectivities of negotiation. of rhimmatic and intuitive

divergences. and of flexibility: subjectivities of the matrlx. Whether this new
techknowledge privileging of what have tadltionally k e n feminlzed
wîthln the duallstic hierachy of modenilst thought. devalued -

-and

characteristlcs WU actuaîly deflate the old male/female binary and translate
into less patriarchal and phallocentric sodetal practices rernains to be seen.

Some of the Uterate practices that have shapeâ the development of &gîtal
technologies could k argued to k msponses to postmodemity ItseU: the
postmodem's emphasis on fkagmentatlon. and the real degeneration of
traditional societal connecting factors. appear to have left many dtizens of
the digital age searching for a sense of community. In an era in which serlal
monogamy. geogaphlc transience. STDs. job înstability. and isolation h m
neighbours are part of the discouses of normal Me. many indlviduals have
turned to the virtual world in order to make meanlngful connections with
other people. This phenornenon. and the variant fonns of cornmunitles that
have developed on the Intemet - discussion groups. gaming MUDs and
MOOs. romance and sex sites. political action groups. and fan sites

dedlcated to pop culture icons and programs

- have been demtive in

shaping the discourse that has dweloped on and around the ïntemet over
the past decade, and in shaping some of the capacities the ïntemet has
developed or supported. Rosanne Allucquere Stone suggests that the virtual
commun@ 1s in a sense an adapüve response to the drcumstances of

Electronic virtual comrnunities represent flexible. Ihrely. and
practical adaptations to the mai circumstances that confhnt
persons seeking cornmunity... they are part of a range of innovative
solutions to the drive for soclality. a drive that can be fkequently
thwarted by the geographicai and cultural realities of dtks

increasingiy structured according to the needs of powemil
economic interests rather than in ways that encourage and
facilitate habitation and social interaction in the urban contact.
(Stone, 2000. p. 523)
Certainly the vimial community 1s. in its disembodled nature. wîth its

fluctuating and hybrld passibiiities for identlty and its hgmenting of the
space in which lives are lhred and Uteracies practiceâ, a rather postmodem
sofi of constmct.

Another area where the coterminal dwelopment of digital technologies and
postmodem theory seems to have aliowed for a shared societal influence is

in the malrns of time and speed: the temporal rate at whlch Me L
s practlced.
What is perhaps unique to our contempomy situation is the speed wîth
which the current shift in iiterate practice is Lnfluencing our technosocial
environment: we are not only intensely aware of the changes happening. but
can observe signincant degrees of change over short periods of Ume. The
concept of cyberspace is predicated on the possibility of essentialiy
instantaneous communication. to the extent that Jon Stratton argues that t
is not the cornputer as we know it but

the much older telegraph. the Brst

Western technology to coilapse distance wlth speed. that is the conceptual
precursor to the matrix. 'It is...not the introduction of cornputers that marks
the beginning of the production of cyberspace. but the increase in the speed

of communication over distance to a point where the Ume taken for a

message to traverse that distance reduces to a perlod experienced by the
naiver. and sender. as negligible'' (Stratton. 2000. p. 722).

Postmodernism. too. is conœmed with the collapsing of linear and ' n a M W
notions of time. and one of the hallmark wperiences of Uvlng in
postrnodemity seems to be that of a shifting. condensing sense of Une.

where. as Donna Haraway points out. human firtures are pre-written by
debt schedules:
TLme is highiy condenseci and hiseci and implosion is all amund
us. It is the average person's experience in late capitalïsm...
For instance the way debt-scheciuies wrie the hiture. If you
are subjected a certain ldnd of debt-repayrnent schedule with a
mortgage. or as a developing nation. the debt-schedule locks
you into various klnds of food production systems. tourlst
industries. miiitary repression. marriage practices. etc.. .lt*san
already-written future. with a bounded notion of tempomllty
built into it. (Haraway. 2000. p. 99)
n i e digltal capacity to aliow instantaneous comrnudcatlons and operations
appears to have translated into a discourse comrnod@tng tirne. wherein the
old capitalist doctrine of 'thne is money" has leaked from tts original location

in labour and profit schemata and taken on a consumerist character. In the
globaiizing economic arena of late capitallsm and the ^knowledgeeconomy."
the phrase *thne is moneywextends not just to those involved in production
of cornmodities but to ali members of the economic society. AdditlonaUy. as
Donna Haraway explored in the paragraph quoted above. 'üme is money"

has k e n trawposed. in the context of ever-increasing debt, to a lo@cof
'money is tlme:' a logic wherein futures and possibilities are condensed into

debt repayment schedules. and economîc tenns. Econonilc concems
saturate postmdem culture, with the hyper-commodiflcatlon of digital
technologies as a case In point. leading Fredrlc Jameson to posit that
'[EJveryposition on postmodernism in culture -whether apologla or

stigmatisation

- is alsa and at the same tirne. and necessarlly. an impiicitiy

or expUcitly political stance on the nature of multinational capitallsm todaym
(Jarneson, 1991. p. 2).

Dale Spender attrlbutes the neopma. or love of the new. that nuis rampant

through much contempomy Western âiscourse and succors the
multinational capitaiism that Jameson references to a shift in the societal
valuing of thne and objects*place in Ume: 'whereas during the Middle Ages

the most revered and reliable information was the ddesf these days it is the
newest information which is considered to be the most accurate and

desirable. This of course means that the pressure to update. to give
credibility to only the latest information. makes us a communlty built on
conünuous change. rather than conser~ation"(Spender. 1995. p. 127.
emphasls original). Digital technologies support the postmodem ethlcs of
'easy reproductabiltty" (McLaren. 1991. p. 148)and disintegration: Me in the
information age is marked by hquent and almost ritual obsolescence. and
the terni -1eaniing m e whas becorne a ubiquitous catchword si-

the

sorœrer's apprentice role that characterizes participation in the new
'knowledge economy.'

One of the more intriguing sites (in the cultural. rather than the digital.
sense) in which to explore the mutual constitution of new techknowledge by
ciigital technologies and postmodem theory is the concept of the information

revolution itselE as a society. we are naming and marking

-and thus

constructing - this transition even as it happens. wrlting history in the
presuit. The condensation of time through digital technologies d o w s us to
live in awareness and expectatîon of revolutlon in our midst. and the
postmodern emphasis on performance and spectacle encourages us to

create and live narratives of an tncormation age. which. as practices dwelop
around them. result in self-fulBlllng prophecy. BaudriilZUdian analysis
would suggest that this entire practice is a simulation: that the 'mass as
objectœis faithfiil to that which tries to represent it. yet ends up annuîling it.
destroying any meaning. and presumably any meanjnglùî future. that could
be made out of the information age constmction ( H o m k s and Jevtic. 1996.
p. 139). My own techknowledge analysis does not go so far as to p ~ c l u d e

meaning. in practices stemmhg b m performance and even simulation: the
techknowledge intersection is premised in the concept of muhial
constitution of meaning. allotting power to all intersectors but also.
therefore. obviating the possibility of predetermined outcornes. Within the
techknowledge construction. as well. any shift in the signiecance or
meaning attributed to the intersectors concumentiy shih the locatfon. in

discourse. of the intersection itseif, and new techknowledge constitutes a
new - or at least significantiy sMed -way of knowlng: new meaning.

Within the contemporaryjunction of postrnodemity and digital technologies.
most socletal markers appear to be undergoing shifts in discursive
significations. Famiiiar discourses and categories are fragrnented into oftenwayward threads. and the literate practices required by an individual in
society are hcreasingly multiple and Lncreasingiy fast-changing. Donna
Haraway discusses the redesignation of socletal discourses in tenns of

digital influence: 'Microelectronics mediates the translations of labour into
robotics and word processîng. sex into genetic engîneerlng and reproductiw
technologies, and rnind into aNBclal intelligence and decision procedures'
(Haraway. 1991. p. 313). In the context of the techknowledge constnict. th($
redesignation means signiflcant changes in literate practices. and dramatic
shifts in the understanding of knowledge and meaning, in the 2 1" centwy.
Whether the ïiterate practlces that get taken up in reproduction and

accomodatton of our increasingly digitlzed and postmodem culture are
taken up as ironic performances. as simulations. or as suxvival strategles.

they wiîi in tum refiect back into the cultural context and keep the fluid
constmction of discourse and knowledge in motion.

Which brings me back to the concept of tmth

- the unhtersallzlng.

extemally-located concept of tmth that developed h m Socrates and has
held sway. in various forms. over Western culture for more than two

milienia. Postmademism is a highly contested. and broadly scattemi. body
of theory. wîth mntradictory and often disturbing tenets attached and
ascribed to it. And it is a body that can be taken up. or criticized. as a tnith
of its own. whether understood in terms of Aronowitz's homogenizatlon of
culture (McLaren. 1991. p. 145)or as a position of complete moral
relativlsm. My approach to postmodemism does not position it as tmth

-

or attempts not to - but is centred around the concept of truth and my own
hcreduiity t o m s it. my inability to believe in the construct of a single
'Lmmortal prlndplewthat supersedes human understanding and
interpretatlon of it. Lyotard's 'incredulity toward metananatives" is perhaps
the best summation of the spirit in which 1 apprehend and appropriate
postmodemism. and the site of my (admittedly qualifled) pedagogical hope in
the emerging techknowledge of the digital age. I am unable to believe in a
concept of tnith without positionhg. truth without agenda. tmth that
doesn't favour someone. And while 1 am also frankiy (ncredulous about any
posslbiiity of utopian universai equity

-itself a version of metananative - 1

am nonetheleu hopeN about the changes that a socletal revaluing of
diversity and. especially. a dimlnishing of dualistlc hiefarchy might make
available.

1 am aware that postmodemism itself could and can be used to relnforce

Merarchies: one of the critidsms cornmoniy made against it is that it strlps
away sacially emancipatory claims and supports hegemonic capitallsm and

white. male prMlege by redudng everything to signs (McLaren. 1991. p.

148). These are not outcomes or practices 1endorse. But neither does this

characterkation seem to me to represent the po~tmodernismof incredulity
and multipl.îdty h m which 1 have h w n my andysis: postmodem

epistemology is ha*

a cohesive body. and 1 hesitate to dismiss the

potential of its fractureci whole when it hasn't been determined what
necessary connections might d s t between one aspect of what is deemed
'postmodern* and every other. Given the damage that cultural

metanarratives have wrought over history. on women. on people of various
non-dominant ethnidties and subjectivities. on the P r . and on anyone
positioned as 'othef by the tmths in favour in a @en period. 1 argue that

the spectre McLaren denounces has actually been realized

- in the

capitaiist, industriaiist veneration of Socratian tmth - for centuries.
Postmodemism -espedally in the techknowledge construction lent to lt
through its intersection with digital technologies - may or may not help
bring discourses and iiterate practices into belrig that WUchallenge
metanarratives of hierarchy and prlvllege. Withln my techknowledge
constmct. whether that happens and how it happens will depend upon how
meaning gets ascrîbed to the intersectors involwd. and how they get taken
up within culture.

1 do not belleve that either digital technologies or postmodernism are

inherentiy emancipatory. and 1 am mindful of bel hwks' comment on the
elitlsm of audience and language in the practice of postmoâeniism: I t is

sadly ironic that the contemporaxy dismurse which talks the mast about

heterogeneity, the decentered subject. dedaring breakthroughs that allow
recognition of othemess. still directs its critical voie prlmarlly to a
spedallzed audience. one that shares a common language rooted in the Vary

master narratives it daims to challenge" (hooks. 1994. p. 2). Hooks'
assertion does expose an attachrnent to the Ldea of a possible -1anguage of
c1arity.- which postmodem andysis wouid deny. due to the way the
constmct of clarity makes disparity invisible while ensuring its
maintenance. And yet. while 1 do not subscribe to the theory of clarlty. 1 do
thlnk there is vaîidity to hooks' criticism of postmodem discourse: i ?S. in

practice. a discourse of very select and privileged circles. and tends not to be
available - in terms of vocabulary or opportunity to engage with it - to
people outside the acadernic arena.

Both digital technologies and postmodern theory are SU.in their respective

ways. Ued up in discourses and practfces of domination and gatekeeping.
Yet 1 believe that Ln their s h a d emphasis on diverslty. fluiclity. and more

complex matrices of space and Ume. there are implications for
techknowledge shift -and thus cultural change - that suggest a future in
which Socratian dualism and the attachment to extemal and universal
notions of truth c m be put to rest. and more heterarchical literades
developed.
The electronic processes that d e almost endless human
varîety accessible in visual and turhial foms instantaneousîy
convey overtly the 'message*that sodal pracüœs corne and go:
they emege and evolve in particular contexts. under $wn

conditions. for certain purposes and in assodatîon wîth
spedec values. beîiefs and theorles: they glve way to other
practlces under dl&rent consteflations of purposes. kliefs.
values. and conditions. W e this awarrness is in prlndple
avaiJable in similar ways via engagement with more conventlonal
text fonns. it is nonetheles much more readiiy apparent and.
indeed. is practicaUy unavoidable. where electronic hardware
and relevant software 1s ernployed. (Lankshearand Knokl.
p. 159)

When the print revolution began in the tuteenth century. socletal concepts of

knowledge

- what t was. where I t couid be held. how I t could be practlced

and demonstrated - kgan to change. And though 1 have spent a sîzable
proportion of thls thesis pedagogicaiiy aflkming these changes in knowledge
production. and advocating continued change in the face of yet another
idormation revolutton. the process of techknowledge SMis neither an easy
nor a painless one. as Spender's example of the monks points out. On both
individual and cultural levels. SMimpiies itrevocable losses of particular
ways of knowing. and devaluhg of skius and practices that community

members have premised subjectivity in. And in thinking about the myrlad
posslbilitles that the information rwolutîon makes possible. I find myself

wonderhg what will be lost. too. as we move h m a prht world înto a digital
one. How WU new techknowledge. however it emeges. Mect what we know
ourselves to be?

Paul Levinson. Ln discussing public outay against the incursion of digital

technologies înto schools. asserts: m e r e is probabiy a deeper fear afoot Ln
most attacks on new media. It 1s a fear at once well-founded, unavoidable,
and yet superfluous in the sense that by the time it is felt. not much can k
done about it. It is a fear that the new mode of communication will
undermine an older way of Me - a way of M e not necessarily better by any
means. but certalnly more cornfortable than what is to corne. because the
older way is knownm(Levlnson. 1997. p. 56). For ail my excltement and
cautlous hope in the possibilities represented by dlgital technologies and
postmodenilty. 1 need to acknowledge that 1, too. have a iittle of that fear. In
a world dominated by print techknowledge. 1 am a knower. and as
techknowledge shifts. 1 risk becoming. metaphorically. a monk: a knower in
a constmct no longer invested with power.

Thus. while 1 support the breaking of print literacy's h n grlp on legitimate
knowledge. 1 do have anxieties about the contemporaxy techknowledge shik
and what it rnay mean for my place -and my understandhg of my place in society. Mt is, in many ways. what 1 do best: 1 am a fast. avld reader.

able wrîter. near-perfect speller. for whatever that's worth. and prht is what
1 have studled and where 1have worked. 1 am adept at the practices of

alphabetic Uteracy and at making sense of its conventions: print is a first
language for me. in a sense. almost invisible yet always at my Bngertips. 1

am at home in print. and a part of me hates to see Its famillar inmmation
shift and change. 1 do not want to be left behinâ by the chan-

practices

of the world. deemed obsolete. and 1 do not want to see the ways of knowing
on which 1 have corne to premise much of my own subjectivity and
worldview dismissed, either.

The eist arildety doesn't mally keep me awake at night. As 1 mentioned Ln
an earlier hyperlink. digital technologies no longer have the power to
intimidate me in the way that they once dld. and. in truth. the ones that 1
use most fkequently. for word processing and research. give me pleasure:

certainly I'm grateful to be writing this thesis on a computer rather than the
typewrlter 1 acquireâ fifteen years ago. So. to avoid obsolescence. 1 simply
work towards increasing my facîlity with various programs and with the
Internet. and 1 write my thesis on digital technologies in hopes that people
wlil mistake me for an information age Mnd of wornan. And as 1 becorne

more fluent in the new technologies. 1 am able to buîld on my print skiils
and do whole new thlngs with text. Occasionaily 1 do stay up late wlshing
I'd been good at Nintendo instead of spelllng. but. overall. I'm shLAlng with

the times. and without great pain or trepidatlon.

W

e I can take action to minimize the chances of my own personal

obsolesence occurrlng. howwer -and my print facility and concomitant
education privileges me in this regard. making the opportunity to learn
digital Meracles relatively available - the issue of âisappearlng ways of

knowiag is rather more complex. In the last chapter 1 exploreci the ways in
which the techknawledge intersection of digital technologies and

postmodernity is impacüng concepts of tirne. community. identity. truth:
foundational locations of modernist subjecthrjty. ôoth on the LndMdual and
culturai level. None of these concepts. however. in its pre-&@ta1fom. is
particdarfy sacred or inviolable for me personaily. and 1 reîish the irony that
a postmodem stance encourages towards the sacrosanct. As a result. 1 am
able to approach the present shif'tsin sensibiîity and practice with alert.
muted cheer. since my cynicism about the practices of ages past leads to me
conclude that perhaps a change îs. as the saying goes. as good as a rest:
surely society could use a rest h m the Merarchies and hatred that
duallzing tmth concepts seem to enforce in practice. I'm pessimistic about
the likeiihwd of any future techknowledge king taken up in such a way as

to make the world a happy heterarchy. but the conventions shaping the
intersection of digital techknowledge at least l a v e a iittle m m for h o p .

But 1 do have my sacred mm. particularly in the area of literature. and
during the course of this thesis I've had to look many of those halîowed
bovines in the eyes and then deconstmct them. One of these is a valulng of
text. or particular texts. for the sake of text: a valuing that results from
intersections of status and famlliarity and delight in language that 1 am not
entirely able to discarci. but which makes me a dehite Toles Notes" snob.
no matter how engaging the Coks Notes - or the comic book. or the fflm
version -of a beloved text mlght be for others. And yet 1 don1 beiieve that
aU texts are appropriate for all contutts. that ail texts should be interesting
to al1 readers. or that any texts have an inherent truth or meaning -except

of course if I'm the one doing the înterpretation. But these famlllar
discourses of truth and canon and quality. and my own stubbom. if
Ideologicalîy defiateci. adhennce to the mythology of the orginal. are going

to be difllcult for many lovers of print iiterature to let go of. In his book nie
G ~ n b e r Elegks.
g
Sven Bîrkerts suggests that while many cultural and

hterary touchstones may ntain a place of priviiege in the dîgltal age. the
meanings that cybemodety takes out of them may k quite Merent than
those contemporary culture has hvested in them:

The student may. through a program on Shakespeare. leam an
immense amount about Elizabethan pohtlcs, the constnictlon of
the Globe theater. the orlgins of certain plays in the writîng of
Plutar~h,the etyrnology of key terms. and so on, but wiîi thls
dazzled student find the concentration, the wiU, to live with the often
blurred and prlckly language of the plays themselves? The play's the
thing - but wili t be? Wouldn't the sustained exposure to a soupedup cognitive collage not begln to Mect the attention span. the abWty
if not Wingness to sit wlth one text for extendecl periods. buttlng up
against its cnixes. ûyîng to excavate meaning h m the original
rhythms and syntax? (Birkerts. 1994. p. 138)
And it is the loss of those cherîshed notions

- not so much the much hyped

disappeacance of the physical form of the book or the laments about the

death of mstandards."but the loss of famlllar ways of understanding text and
narrative and meaning - that seems likely to be the biggest cuîturai hurdle
in embrachg the possibllitles of the information age. This is partidarly so

for people me myself who have so much of their knowledge investeci In those
familiar understandings

-and I wouid ventun that the majorlty of aduits

in the West have spedfic and particular investments in modemist
techknowledge. though not necessarlly in the aspects of it to whïch 1 flnd
myself kholden. Any discussion of loss in the techknowledge arena is at

least par@ a discussion about loss of prlvllege. since the cultural
intersections that constitute knowledge aiways favour parüdar literades
and practices. which are then frequently enhanced in status and protected

by those who have been sanctioned as knowers.

Practices and knowledges among the chfldren of the digital age. though. are
based in different understandings and literades: literacies of hypertext and
relational connections and character embodiment. literacies of video games
and the Internet. nius the interests and the discourses and the learning
preferences and conclusions regarding meaning and value that are reached
by thls new digital generaüon are bound to be Merent h m those that 1
imbibed even flfteen years ago. and. as they grow and become the knowers

of the digital era. their practices and knowledges are likely to carry privllege
that my own concepts do not. any longer. One of the almost certain losses
of the information age. for those of us who grew up wlth prlnt rather than
electronics. WUbe the loss of the constnict of aged wlsdom: the rlght to
position ourselves as authorîties simply on the basis of our longer

assodation with the technologies of knowledge. This loss wlll impact both
individual subJecthrlties and sodety's understancling of itself. since - like
the digital world's emphasis on relations b e m e n ideas. rather than mastery

ojthem - lt reconfigures the very basis of what t means to know. and thus
the practices and prMleges that accompany knowing.

1 wouïd argue. however. that Birketis question on the previous page of *the

play's the thing

-but wlll It k?"ought to have Its tag Une ~ p h r a s e das -or

1s it?" The culturai and educational discourses of the canon and universais

of quaüty have led to widespmad Investments in subjectMUes

- of reader.

appredator. knower - that fit those dlscourses but not the actual practices
of reading and understanding that suit this heterogenous world. wlth its
plethora of available texts in diverse medla forms. 1 do not dlsirilss the loss
of these discourses. for loss felt as loss 1s nonetheless palnful. but we might.

in tme postmodem fashlon. ask ourselves if we're really mouming a
sirnuiacra. Perhaps the play 1s not the thing. in the way we have taken it

up. Perhaps It hasn't been for a generatlon or far longer: certainly many

students encountering Shakespeare in the discourse of the canon have
never wholeheartedly embraced the truth being fed to them. Or perhaps the
play has newr k e n the thing: certalnly parücular readings of the play. or of
text in general. have been taken up as 'the thing" in the peâagogles and
discourses of modemism. but that reiBcation of singular m e a m does not
make Blrkert's elegy for Shakespearean integrity any less fatuous. The
techknowledge changes he forecasts are not spectres of the future. but
actualities of the present and. 1 would venture. even the past. but they have

been smokescreened by cultural and educatlonal practices of dwotron to the
àiscourse of the canon. Perhaps the most welcome 10-

that digital

techknowledge change could brlng wouîd be the de(con)structlonof
Birkeman attachments to a past that newr erdsted. and the adoption.
instead, of Merate practiœs and discowses equippeû to accept a fluid.
rapidly-changing present. I t is possible that digital techknowkdge

-wlth

its technologidiy-necessitated emphasis on continual adaptation and

keeping up with the 'new"

- is actually long werdue.

Concluding Notes
KnowIedges. technologies, subjectivities. dlscourses: al1 are aspects of
cultural practice. contingent upon each other for the meaning attrlbuted to
them in the soda1 arena. Reconstruction of one impUes reconstruction of
ail. within the techknowledge mode1 of intersection of (multiple) mutual

constitution. ?Ns construct of techknowleûge. located as tt ts in
postmodem and constnictivist traditions of contingent meaning. allows for
conceptuaikation and anaiysis of the processes of social change without
asserting universal claims or Bxed patterns. It is a contumial constnict. a
tool for explorlng meaning.

The implications that digital technologies hold for the techknowlcdge of the
2 1" century are centred in meaning change. Base conventions of digital

technologies are being taken up in practice and discourse in ways that
suggest dramatic changes in the meanings of thne and space. in tenns both
of communications and of lives lived in thls increasingly instant. global.
compressed world, Multipliclty and polyvocality are emerghg powemiliy

tkom the techknowledge intersecüon of digital technologies and
postmodernity. suggesting changes in the meanings taken up around
identity. narrative. and possibiy. truth(s). And the late-capitallst ethic of the
global bottom Une permeates aii meanings attributed to digital technologies
and to postmodemity.

How these changes wlll actually translate into practices rernains uncertain.

The techknowledge constmct is a broad-based constmct whlch enables
exploration of concepts and relationships. but it is not gmunded in the
positMst tradition: it cannot be useci genedhe. or to tell the hiture. From
my own locatedness in constructivîsm and postrnodemism. in any case. I do
not belfew in a pre-written future. What techknowledge analysis dows for
is the identification of trends and movements, shifts in the intersection of

meaning: how those shW then idluence s p e d c sociotechnical practlces is.
from my perspective. a fluid and indetemate proces. I t is impossible. in
the year 2000.to predict how people wlll h e . or what culture wiil look llke.
one hundred years fimm now.

What Ls possible to assert. with the boundarles of my analysts. ts that what

Western culture has known as late 20" century techknowledge will
n e c e s d y change as digital technologies gain purchase and dominance in
the practices and discourses of the digital age. What it means to know. in

an era hallmarked by the vast availabllity of inComation. wtll certtilnly

centre less in memory. as it did for the ancient Greelcs and medieval monks.
or in standasdixxi tniths. as it âid in the printing era. The techknowledge
shlffs to multiphcity and locatedness mean that knowîng seems likely to

become a practice of discernent. of crltlcal thinking and explorlng

assumptions. Issues of episternology and ontology. of locatlng oneself within
theory. may become foregrounded as the concept of one 'naturai" way of

knowhg or thinking is eroàed. And knowefs may become valued. not for

their cumulative knowledge of things. but for their knowledge of how to go
cibout knowing: the&hcility with relations between ideas and with locating

and evaluating knowledge claims. This nuy( happen: my anaîysis suggests
it. But then. wlthin a techknowledge of postrnodernity and rnulllplldty.

there reaily can k no b a l word.
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